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Implications of delay in ACGFA process uncertain
S«ttlag*
by Kevin
K»vin s«ttiag«
staff reporter

Second Of two Stories

last fall, the president said that
The implications of the three-month ACGFA should not duplicate the funcdelay in the review process of the Ad- tions of advisory bodies.
visory Committee on General Fee
Allocations are unclear.
ARROWSMITH EXPLAINED that
But generally, the administrators the Big Five budgets (Ice Arena, Noninvolved with ACGFA do not believe Revenue Sports, Student Recreation
there will be any serious changes Center, Student Health Services and
because of recent time restraints.
University Union) would no longer go
Because of ACGFA's delayed start, to ACGFA for initial review and
one quarter late, University President recommendation.
Hollis A. Moore Jr. and Dr. Richard
But he added that each of the five
Eakin, vice provost for institutional auxiliaries has its own advisory board
planning and student affairs, were and that their budgets are essential
forced to review the budgets of the and leave little leeway for changes.
five student service auxiliaries
Scott White, alternate ACGFA
without ACGFA's recommendations, representative, said he sees the
Dr. Bob G. Arrowsmith, ACGFA removal of the Big Five budgets from
chairman and assistant vice provost ACGFA's review as a help to the comfor student affairs, said.
mittee.
In Moore's response to the task
Now ACGFA will have more time to
force that studied the ACGFA process review the student organizations'

column
one.

budget requests over which it asserts away some of the importance of
most
most of
of its
its advisory
advisory power,
power. White
White ACGFA,"
ACGFA." Washbush
Washbush said.
said.
said.
THE ACGFA issue, combined with
"I THINK the reason they had the the Faculty Senate attempt to
Big Five on there was for student decrease the number of voting
satisfaction. If the Board of Trustees students in the senate, seems to form
wants to give them money, they'll a trend at the University, Washbush
allocate it," White said.
said.
But removing the Big Five budgets
"It's starting to set a bad precefrom ACGFA's review reduces the dent," he said of the removal of the
amount of general fees that the com- Big Five from ACGFA. "It seems to
mittee makes the recommendations be resorting back to before students
on to less than 5 percent of $4.2 got a voice on this campus."
million.
What remains in the 5 percent of the
"The major implication is that the general fees is the budget requests for
Big Five budgets have been removed student activities and organizations.
from ACGFA's review," Tom
This year the 5 percent amounts to
Washbush, ACGFA member and $220,000, and ACGFA expects 25-30
former representative to the Board of student organizations to apply for funTrustees, said.
ding, Eakin said.
"That kind of disturbs me," he added.
"I DON'T see any dramatic im"The removal of the Big Five takes plications," Eakin said of the change

in reviewing the Big Five budgets.
"I think
think itit (ACGFA)
(ACGFA I still
still remains
remains aa
"I
very valuable committee. Some of the
main contributions have been on the
student activities budgets," Eakin
emphasized.
Moore did not wish to comment on
the implications of the ACGFA
changes, but said that "we (the administration) are obviously committed to having student input on the
allocation of general fees."
Student input does not mean it must
continue under an organization with
the same initials (ACGFA) or with the
same process that has worked in the
last five years, Moore added.
ARROWSMITH SAID he "would
think that (next year) ACGFA would
have the opportunity to discuss the
(Big Five) budgets with Eakin and
could still make their recommendations about those budgets."
Also removed from ACGFA's

review was The BG News, a former
member of
of what
what used
1
member
to be the Big Six
student service auxiliary budgets.
The funding for the News was put into an escrow account with other
University publications.
A committee will coordinate the
budgets for the publications and "if
they don't become independent and
self-supporting in two years, they will
be returned to the ACGFA process,"
Arrowsmith said.
WASHBUSH SAID he does not see
the removal of the publications from
ACGFA's review as a diminishing of
student advisory control.
"I think there will still be a lot of
student input on the publications
board," he said.
Next year, according to Moore's
response to the task force recommendations, ACGFA members should be
chosen by Nov. 1.
continued on page 3

Workshop to offer
taste of France
The University Office of Continuing Education will offer a
three-part workshop "Classical
French Cuisine" beginning today in the Alumni room of the
Union.
Linda Alvares, a specialist in
French cuisine, will lead the
workshop, which will be held
for three consecutive
Thursdays.
A former student of the
Lavarene Cooking School in
Paris, France, Alvares is wellknown in the Bowling Green
area for her culinary talents.
Although she has taught
many workshops on French
cooking, this is the first time
that three sessions have been
organized into a series.
EACH WORKSHOP will
feature a different type of
French food.
Today's session, from 9:30
a.m. to noon, will focus on the
preparation of French breads.
Various stages of making
briche and croissants will be
displayed.
The second session will
feature French pastries, with
strawberry and pear tarts on
the menu.
"Easy, Elegant Menus," is
the title of the third workshop
on May IS.
The final workshop will include a gourmet luncheon.
Steak Diane, Supremes de
Volailleauz Champignons and
veal Paupiettes will be
prepared and served.
The cost to attend individual
sessions is $15, or $40 for the
complete series. Interested persons should register at the Office of Continuing Education,
300 McFall Center. Enrollment
is limited.

weather
Sunny. High 63 F (17 C), low
43 F (6 C), 10 percent chance of
precipitation.

AP photo by Larry C. Price
Thirteen Liberlan government officials ware executed April 22 following a military coup In
that African nation. Senior education major Bijou Judo (right) of Liberia, says she will delay her
return to Liberia and Instead will remain in the United States to obtain a master's degree.

'I'm staying and getting my master's and then
going back and hopefully help to rebuild the country.'

staff photo by Dale Omori

Liberian student delays return home following military coup
by Paula Winslow
staff reporter

Many say there's no place like home. But there are safer
places when home is Liberia, an African nation torn by a recent bloody military coup.
That is why Bijou Jude, a University senior education major
from Liberia, has decided not to return to her home to teach
after she graduates in June.
"I had planned on going back in November," Jude said. "But
now I think I'll stay here and go to grad school for two years
and by then I think things will have calmed down."
The "things" Jude refers to have been the result of a coup
engineered by Master Sgt. Samuel K. Doe of the First Brigade
of the Liberian National Guard. On April 12 Doe and his
military supporters toppled the existing government and
assassinated its president, William R. Tolbert Jr.
SINCE THEN, Doe has executed 13 ousted government

leaders to the backdrop of cheers from enlisted men who overthrew the Tolbert regime.
Although Jude disapproves of these killings, she said she
favors the revolution.
"I found myself supporting it," she said. "The change was
needed even though the methods weren't necessary."
Although Doe has said there will be no more executions, Jude
is unsure of her country's stability.
"THINGS ARE so uncertain," she said. "I'm really not sure
how things are. I don't know if that (the executions) will continue."
Jude's grandmother, brother and several aunts, uncles and
cousins live in Monrovia, the capital of Liberia. Her mother
lives in Rockville, Md.. where her sister is in high school. An
older brother also is attending college in this country. Jude's
father is a dentist in France.
Jude, who has been in the United States for the last six years,

said one of her cousins has telephoned her since the coup to
report that her family is safe.
"She said they're trying to keep strong, even though they are
scared," Jude said. "Most people said we needed a change. I
just hope it's a change for the better."
THE COUNTRY of about 1.7 million is comprised mostly of
African tribesmen. But the political power traditionally has
been in the hands of a minority of blacks who descended from
American slaves freed during the last century and who settled
in Liberia.
That, coupled with exploitation of Liberian natives by
wealthy multi-national corporations, has led to discrimination
of the lower classes in wages and job and education opportunities.
"This has been going on for a while now. There has always
been disenchantment with the government," Jude said. "The
poor were being taken advantage of and being exploited. I
don't think that's right."
continued on page 4

Academic Council tables motion to retain quarters
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

If these considerations support the
change, then financial or administrative considerations will be
A debate on whether the University discussed, he explained later.
should change to semesters or remain
a quarter system dominated yesterBECAUSE COUNCIL'S first prioriday's Academic Council meeting, and ty is academics rather than financial
a motion to remain on quarters based or administrative considerations, Dr.
on academic considerations was tabl- James L. Litwin, director of Institutional Studies, said he was asked by
ed until council's next meeting.
Because it is concerned with Ferrari to prepare arguments for both
academics, the council agreed at a systems based on academics.
At the meeting, litwin presented 10
meeting on April 16, to hear
arguments for or against the change points on each system based on
relative to this area rather than finan- available data on the subject, debates
held within the council's ad-hoc
cial or administrative areas.
"Our focus is whether the academic feasibility study committee and
considerations are sufficient enough results of a survey conducted with
for the change," Provost Michael R. University department chairmen and
program direct' rs in Tp""arv.
Ferrari said yesterday.

In support of the quarter system,
Litwin said that a greater variety of
courses in a program may be taken by
a student.
"And the undecided student has a
wider opportunity to sample more
courses in his freshman and
sophomore years in order to make a
decision about bis major," Litwin added.
HE ALSO stressed that a student
will take fewer courses in one quarter
than he would in one semester.
"He may concentrate more on a
less number of courses," be added.
Other advantages of the quarter
system listed in Litwin's report are
that fai'W —-.Hps are not as damag-

ing and can be made up more readily,
and that less time must be spent by
students with poor instruction or a
wrong choice of courses.
Concerning a change to semesters,
Litwin argued that more teaching
methods can be incorporated into a
semester course along with more field
trips and student conferences.
Under semesters, less pressure
would be put on students and a more
relaxed atmosphere would result, he
said.
"BASED ON the socialization
theory, students will have more opportunity to meet with their instructors during a semester's time and a
modeling could take place," Litwin
added.

Dr. Karl E. Vogt, dean of the College of Business Administration, asked, "Is it reasonable to believe that an
instructor of 300 students would attain
a better relationship with an individual student in five more weeks?"
Vogt maintained that less pressure
would be put on a student in a quarter
system because that student is taking
fewer courses at one time than he
would be under semesters.
Dr. Donald V. De Rosa, chairman of
the phsychology department, stressed, "More students are more interested in being let out in May."
HE ADDED that attendance in
classes in the present system "drops
markedly in Mav "

When a motion was made to retain a
quarter system because of insufficient
academic reason to convert to
semesters, De Rosa said, "I think we
need more time to consider these
academic issues and other issues
which relate to a change to semesters.
True, we're an academic council, but
financial and administrative considerations do affect academic
issues."
Dr. William R. Rock, history professor who made the motion, said, "I
don't think we're going to hear
anything new, but I would have no objections to having the motion tabled."
Council will consider the motion to
retain a quarter system at a meeting
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opinion,
Coupon grace period
beneficial to students
The test of "coupon carryover" which allowed the use
of winter quarter meal coupons during the first seven
days of this quarter, appeared to be beneficial - at least
from the student standpoint.
During the seven-day grace period this quarter, students
were able to spend $13,807.50 in residence hall cafeterias
and $371 at snack bars. These are coupons which otherwise
would normally have been sold for much less on "the open
market," spent hoarding food items at the end of the
quarter that could be kept until the following quarter or
just plain wasted.
And the impact of the carryover was not significant
enough to negatively affect the budget of University Food
Operations, Director James Corbitt said.
But, University Food Operations realized that once just
would not be enough to see if this concept could work.
The decision to test the seven-day grace period two more
timesr next winter and spring quarters, was obliging,
especially considering the 7.2 percent hike in the price of
coupon books for fall quarter that students will have to absorb.
Student use of the grace period most probably will be one
of the major factors that will determine whether it will be
continued. Consequently, it will be the student's responsibility to take advantage of the opportunity and make it
work in their favor.

Cronkite to Anderson:
That's the way it isn't
It was saddening to hear that Walter Cronkite really
isn't interested in being vice president after all.
Cronkite, who will retire as CBS News anchorman next
year, was reported as saying he was interested in running
as John Anderson's running mate as an independent.
But later Cronkite said that report misinterpreted him.
He was not interested in the job and he has not endorsed
any candidates.
That's too bad. Walter Cronkite just might be the most
respected person in the United States. And when it comes
to being a vice president, respect is about all that counts.
With Anderson and Cronkite on one ticket, the voters
would get an appealing choice from the drab offerings of
the two parties.
Cronkite's advantages are obvious: He knows the issues;
he's been telling us about them for years. He's believable.
Besides, he has connections in high places - he knows Mike
Wallace personally.
There are a couple of possible explanations why Cronkite
said "no":
- he's planning to run for president himself;
- he's waiting for later in the campaign to take full advantage of the momentum; or
- he didn't want to take the demotion.

letters.

The sad violin story is that I am now
presently enrolled in a University
math class learning about slides,
flips, and turns and teaching math to
EMR children with absolutely no
Frustration! Does the word sound background in elementary math
familiar? It doesn't only sound a little methods.
Can someone please tell me if I'm
familiar but I experience the emotion
every day while student teaching in an receiving an appropriate education to
Adjusted Curriculum Primary EMR teach retarded children. I honestly
classroom. I don't want anyone to can't say I've had the appropriate
think that I am frustrated teaching -I education; sure I have a lot of frustralove it- but rather my frustration tions built up inside me. I've talked
stems from my so called "teaching until I'm blue in the face but no one
methods." For those of you who don't seems to listen. If the professional
know what the word "methods" educators won't allow for change how
means, it is learning about different do they expect to turn out teachers
ways to teach math, reading, who are prepared for a classroom of
language arts and social science to unique individuals.
I could go on forever but I won't. I
Educable Retarded children.

Inadequate education
doesn't allow change
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United States vs. Iran: Battle without winners
I am in disagreement with University senior Richard Roth man, whose
reaction to President Carter's
military attempt was expressed in a
column recenUy.
The problem with this crisis is considerably more far-reaching than just
a simple who's right and who's wrong.
No-matter how much I would like to
just hand over the Shah and end
everything, there is more to it.
Handing the Shah over to tr* Iranians would mean certain death to
him. "We will give him a trial then execute him," said an Iranian official
last November. When the United
States gets to the area of who is worse-the Shah or Khomeini-both are neck
and neck. They both shot first and
held trials later. Khomeini still is do-1
ing it; the Shah is not.
Americans cannot look at this crisis
during a time frame of now. They
must consider the ramifications 10-20
years from now. The Iranian government had dearly hurt itself by revealing Americas' deep confusion in
foreign policies. The Iranians have
created a situation that the Russians
have wanted for years. This will be
the opportune moment in history for
the Soviets to advance while Europe
and the United States are in a state of
confusion and the world is rocking. I
don't care how idealistically the Iranians view their neighbors to the

would like to end this with a little tidbit Rosanadanna's grandfather
always said. He said,"Little Rosana
Rosanadanna, if it's not this then it's
that, if it's not that then it's this, but
it's always something." There needs
to be changes and if the educators
won't go for it then the prospective
teachers must. I challenge all education majors to do something about the
inappropriate progams set up that
supposedly make us better teachers.
"If it's not this, it's that, but it's
always something." That something
is your education.

focus

William Martens
University student

north, and now the east, when the day
comes nothing will stop the takeover.
The United States cannot move in for
at least four weeks with any substantial power.
IF I WERE a foreign leader who
depended on the United States for protection, I seriously would think twice
if the Shah were captured and handed
over to the Iranians. What would stop
some fanatical group (sound
familiar?) from grabbing American
hostages and demanding our skin? If
America gives in once to blackmail, it
may as well kiss its citizens abroad
goodbye.
I seriously don't think that even an
apology would help the hostage situation anymore. Khomeini is in a tough
position in Iran at the present The
hostage crisis is his only weapon left
to keep his failing government intact.
Americans serve as a rallying point
for the radicals and leaders to keep
unity in the face of mounting internal
problems. To end it now without the
long called for destruction of America

Indians are bad;
cover Cincinnati Reds

We understand that there is a large
Cleveland area student population at
the University, and they naturally
have an interest in the events of that
area. However, the constant defense
of that city - especially its athletic
teams - has swayed at least these two
objective sports fans into prejudice.
The two proponents of this bias are
simple: the Indians are bad; and any
team that beats the Indians is good.
It would be refreshing to hear about
Karen Judy the "other team" in the state. For in1515 E. Wooster St Apt 4 stance, on April 23 more than half-apage was devoted to the Indians, and
its 5-3 loss to Toronto (Thanks for the
beautiful picture of Duane Kuiper,
hitless in three at bate). It is
discouraging to note that another Ohio
One problem that exists today is the team, one that got off to a recordstigma that college students feel that breaking start and is about the same
they must possess. Many college distance from Bowling Green, has
students are confronted with received almost no coverage. If it
pressures that are coerced by other weren't for radio, knowledge of the
students, so that they will be accepted Reds' success so far would be limited.
This letter is not aimed at destroyas a member of the "in group."
As long as I have been in school,
DOONESBURY
these problems tend to be the same
and warrant attention. Students feel
alienated because they choose to
i&H.
study rather than to go out partying or
BOS&
other types of "pleasures."
An education is one of the most
respectable traits a person can
possess. If a situation ever arises that
warrants a decision of whether to party or not, grow up and open a book.
You can't get on the executive board
by out-chugging the chairman of the
board.

Put down the beer,
pick up the books

Scott Smith
204 Kappa Sigma

would surely spell disaster for them.
Khomeini's own rhetoric may be his
downfall.
Iran must be made to realize that
the patience of the American people
has gotten to the explosive stage.
They want to settle this whole mess
quietly and without trouble, but there
is a point after which all hope is lost
and desparation sets in. People do
unrational things when they are upset,
scared, or backed into a corner. As
National Security Adviser Zbigniew
Brezezinski stated in an interview, "It
is in the best interest of the Iranian
government to solve the issue peacfully. "However," he added that "it is
the preference of the United States to
solve the matter peacefully." For six
months now, the United States has
been exhausting every peacful means
possible, escalating the stakes ever so
slowly and with clear meaning to
everyone involved.

is clear Iran's leaders are beyond
decency and reason.

If this country is in a cooling period
then everyone should attempt to do
everything possible to control it. One
major way would be for the international press to cease news coverage of
everything produced or said from
Iran. A total blackout of news would
allow the administration to work
without public pressure. Similarities
between seeing stories on Vietnam
daily for years and this crisis can be
drawn. Constant coverage makes the
public frustrated and anxious. The
world's press is fueling this fire and
should stop playing into the hands of
the Iranian government. This does not
mean to censor the news but ignore
the cause of the news. An excellent example of how this can help is seen with
the embassy take over of Columbia. It
went on for two months, yet no-one
was really concerned and the episode
AMERICANS are not warring peo- was never blown out of perspective.
When everything is gathered
ple. We don't like it and we would love
to see an idealistic world in which together, the ultimate direction that
everybody loves everybody. But, the American government should take
when the leaders of Iran paraded the is in question. The United States will
burnt bodies of our soldiers in front of lose no matter which path it takes.
the world, reading dog tags and The Iranian government has put us in
generally denouncing us, that's the a very difficult position; having to
last straw. Not even the war in Viet- weigh peace, honor, conflicting
nam dove down to such depths of reports, conflicting ideologies, hidden
audacity portrayed by the Iranians. It purposes and war.

ing an already deteriorated Indian
organization, but instead toward the
recognition of the Reds' early season
effort. We would like to hear about
something, ANYTHING, other than
how the Indians have found new ways
to lose. We don't expect half-a-page,
but perhaps at least the league's standings could be exhibited.

iniquity.
There is a dire need to call for the
return of righteousness in our nation,
to pray and reclaim this nation for
God. It is significant that
"Washington for Jesus" took place on
April 29, the 373rd anniversary of the
first landing of permanent English
settlers at Cape Henry, Virginia,
These Christians met on this day
Russ Martin confident that the God who heard and
KenMarkward answered their prayer will, in com213 Anderson passion, love and forgiveness answer
our prayers in this day.

Christians convene
to pray for crisis

Shari Peterson
429 Batchelder

On April 29, more than one million Correction

Christians met in Washington. The
main purpose was not to take a stand
on any political issues or produce a
riot, but the intent of the people attending the "Washington for Jesus" was
to pray for our President, Congress
and the Iranian crisis. These Christians have come to realize that the
United States is now at a place of decision, where it can either repent from
its sins or be utterly destroyed by its

In a letter printed last Friday from
University student Rick Haught, a
typist error resulted in a misinterpretation of his intended meaning.
Haught intended to say that the Student Government Association's Executive Board was elected on experience alone, without tangible
goals.
The News regrets the error.
by Garry Trudeau
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ACGFA

briefs.
Cap, gown orders taken

Student to direct workshop

Candidates for the June 14 commencement are
reminded to place their orders immediately for
cap and gown regalia at the University
Bookstore, Student Services Building. No cash is
needed when measurements are taken. Graduation announcements will be on sale in the
bookstore about three weeks before commencement.

Coffee hour to be held
An International Coffee Hour will be held today
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in 17 Williams Hall. Free and
open to all, the event is sponsored by the World
Student Association.

Architecture lectures set
The first of four lectures on the history and
development of architecture of landmarks in
Wood County will be today from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Ted I.igibel of the Maumee Valley Historical
Society will speak on northwest Ohio at the Wood
County Library, 251N. Main St. Sponsored by the
Friends of the Library, the cost is $3 or $3.50 at
the door.

BSU to meet today
The Black Student Union will meet today at
7:30 p.m. in the Amani Room, Northeast Commons.

Account executives sought

"The Underemployed Woman: Breaking
Away" is the title of a workshop today from
7:30-9:30 p.m. at the University Center for Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St. The workshop,
which costs $4. will be directed by Darryl Lang, a
doctoral student in industrial psychology at the
University.

CGA Marketing Counselors, New York, will interview tomorrow on campus for account executives. The company is looking for marketing,
advertising, marketing research, general
business administration majors or M.B.A.'s.
Sign-ups are being taken at the Placement
Center, 360 Student Services Bldg.

Flight rescue team to speak
Emergency Life Flight operations will be
discussed by a helicopter rescue team at the
Wood County Airport today at 7 p.m. The
helicopter will be on display before and after the
presentation, which is sponsored by the University Flying Club.

GSS committee to meet

Skills wor

kshop planned

A workshop to improve academic skills is planned for May 5 at 7:30 p.m. in 116 Business Administration Bldg. The workshop, focusing on
budgeting time and study techniques, will be run
by Dr. Steven Feinberg from the Counseling and
Career Development Center. This event is sponsored by Interfraternity Council's Academic
Development Committee and is free and public.

Ceramics exhibit to open

The Women's Issues Committee of the
Graduate Student Senate will meet today at 3:30
p.m. on the third floor of McFall Center. AH
students are welcome. The group will discuss
sexual harassment and discrimination on campus, and distribution of grants and fellowships to
women graduate students.

"Functional Forms," an art exhibit
highlighting the ceramics talent of University
graduate student Roy Hanscom, will be on
display tomorrow through May 15 in the Alumni
Gallery, Mileti Alumni Center. The exhibit is free
and public from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Irom page 1

Following the task force's final
report in January, Moore issued a
response in March after time
restraints required Eakin to begin
membership selection using the present selection process.
THE SGA procedures for selecting
ACGFA members were singled out in
Moore's response to the task force's
report, which said that "the SGA
should adopt a more formalized selection process."
Of the 11 ACGFA members, SGA
appoints seven, Graduate Student
Senate chooses two and Faculty
Senate chooses two.
Washbush and former SGA President Michael D. Zinicola discussed
the SGA selection process with the
task force and "asked for recommendations on how to improve these
methods," Washbush said. "But we
got no suggestions from the committee," he added.
After Moore's response to the task
force report, the issue of finding a way
to select a more representative
membership for ACGFA still was
unresolved.
TO DEAL with the membership
issue for next year's committee, Provost Michael R. Ferrari formed an ad
hoc committee that will study the process and make recommendations by
the end of the quarter.

Washbush expressed concern about
how Ferrari presented the ad hoc
committee with its duties.
"What he (Ferrari) basically said
was that after this (ad hoc) committee has made its decision, no one
group will be in charge (like SGA) of
selecting ACGFA members," be said.
Washbush defended the SGA selection board because be said there were
many groups represented in its
membership.
"IF YOU look at the new ad hoc
committee's membership, you will
find it is not really representative of
the University community,"
Washbush said.
"Every other member represents a
minority. Drastic change is probably
inevitable," he added.
Looking at this year's ACGFA
membership, which Eakin called
"highly qualified," all representatives are white males with the exception of one female alternate.
"This is a natural result of the
(selection) process of looking at those
who applied for positions and the process of coming up with the members,"
Eakin said.
With the selection process under
scrutiny, Arrowsmith said, "I continue to consider it important to allow
student organizations to choose their
own members; at the same time it
should be representative of the
University."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a-**

DELTA ZETA

Grand Opening, May 3rd
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
NEW INITIATES
MARIA BRONOWICZ

CINDY MANNING

ELLEN GARDNER

ANN LAIMBAUGH

LISA LaLONDE

KAREN SNYDER

*
*

Home Made Beer S Wine Supplies
Complete line of ingredients S equipment
Opening day Special

*
*
*
*
*

SIGN-UPS FOR ANY

ENTERTAINERS FOR THE
GOOD TIMES WEEKEND
TALENT SHOWCASE
ARE BEING TAKEN
IN THE UAO OFFiCE
THIS WEEK

*
*

AUDITIONS WILL BE
MONDAY, MAY 5, 1980.

Clip This Ad and Save 10%

The Harlequin Co.

SANDY WHITINGER

505 Superior St.

DELTA ZETA

*

ANY QUESTIONS CALL
THE "GOOD TIMES WEEKEND"
HOTLINE 372-2638

*

Rossford. O.
*

*++++*+++++++++++++++■*■*++++++++++•*

"Who cares About Litter?"

em
Trade-mark

DOES!

(R)

OUR ALUMINUM CAN RECYCLING CENTER IS
PAYING A PENNY A CAN
COCA C«A

Beta 500
Saturday, May 3
Union Oval at 12:30
ALSO
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Friday May 2
4:30 - ?
At the Beta House
707 Sixth Street
" 500 " Queen and Teams wil be announced VOTE
for your Queen TODAY in University Hall

on Concord Street
at the rear entrance to the Coca-Cola Plant near the intersection
of Detroit and Sylvania

r^

AM

PM

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and
SATURDAY

NOW
WELL
PAY
YOU

PER POUND
for any aluminum
beverage cans . . .
NO STEEL CANS
( 22 cans weigh
approximately 1 lb.)

PLEASE DO NOT BEND OR CRUSH THE CANS

SAVE ENERGY AND KEEP OUR
ENVIRONMENT CLEAN
Buy Coke by the Can, 6 Pack or I2-Pack

DISTRIBUTED BV
THE COCA COLA COMPANY OF OHIO. TOLEDO. OHIO
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Status of University's Iranian students
not expected to change, Shuck says
by Stephen Hudak

"But," he added, "I expect that all foreign students
presently enrolled at the University will be allowed to
complete their studies and earn their degrees."
Iranian students at the University said that if given a
choice to leave the country or request political asylum,
they would leave the United States.

Iranian students at the University probably will be
unaffected by President Carter's latest proposal to deny
Iranians visas and accelerate deportation of all illegal
aliens, according to Dr. Edward L.Schuck Jr.,director of
the University's International Programs.
"I expect no change in the (Iranian) students' status
"Under no circumstances would I ask for political
since none are in violation (of immigration laws) and all asylum from my country. Although I have much invested
are in good standing (at the University)," Shuck said.
in my education here, I would sacrifice my personal
goals, my future for the success of my government and
President Carter's action could affect continuing the Iranian Revolution," one student said.
foreign students by eliminating a "duration of study"
"Even if the cause were unreasonable, I would rather
visa. Under a duration of study visa, foreign students
may remain in the United States if they can prove they be among my people. I would try to persuade them to
are full-time students.
change their minds, but especially in this case, I would
Carter's plan would require all foreign students to sacrifice since all available evidence shows the Iranian
renew visas every year with immigration officials.
Revolution to be a just cause, a symbol for the Third
World causes against imperialism," the student said.
WHETHER IMMIGRATION officials could, or would,
"I've planned my life, planned my future with my
refuse to renew the visas of Iranian students is an open American education," another Iranian student said,
question, Shuck said.
"but. I will always be an Iranian."

Liberian

Irom page 1

Although Jude said her family was
middle class and not severely
economically deprived, she said the
separation between classes was easy
to recognize.
"IT SEEMED like the rich against
the poor, the haves against the havenots," she explained.
Jude explained that Tolbert, of the
unopposed True Whig Party, at first
seemed to want to put Liberia on the
road to progress.
"At first he had a lot of programshe improved a lot of roads, built a lot
of buildings. But he wasn't changing
anything. Liberia needed a very
radical change," she said.
The situation became a potential
time bomb when the People's Progressive Party, formed in opposition
to Tolbert, began to make the people
aware that they were being misused,
she said.
"THEY (PPP) had been organizing

and educating the masses of the
poorer class to not accept the low paying jobs," Jude said. "They educated
the people trying to get them to call
for their rights."
Doe, with the military and the common population behind him, is trying
to change that century-old pattern of
oppression, Jude said.
"With the elimination of Tolbert,
the people saw that as the first step,
and hope the programs Doe will do
will be progressive," Jude said. "But
time will tell.
"Doe has already raised the pay for
some positions," she continued. "It
still wouldn't be enough, but it would
be a start."
JUDE SAID restructuring her
homeland will be a long and formidable task.
"The country is kind of shaky and
it'll take some time to build it up.
"I'm not saying I want to stay

I

READ

(here) until it is built up. 'I'm staying
and getting my master's and then going back and hopefully help to rebuild
the country,'" she said.
One of the first steps in rebuilding
should be improving Liberia's education system, Jude said.
"THE PUBLIC schools need better
teachers and better facilities," she explained. "The government didn't
allocate enough, didn't emphasize
education enough."
"School definitely does have a position in society. It can better it or
worsen it," she continued. "A country
of educated people who are aware of
their country-of the economics of the
country, the politics of the country,
the history of the country-I think it
will make for a better society."
Helping to bring Liberia's education
system to that point is one of Jude's
goals, but one about which she is
realistic.
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The Brothers Of Delta Tau Delta
Proudly Welcome
Into Their Brotherhood
6 New Actives

UJ

O Ron McMahon
g Chris Szabo
yj Fred Kundrata III
uJ

5
o
O
O
{2
_j

Jerry Bishop UJ
Roger Weaver 0
Tom Mitchell O
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SHARP and Articulate Students Needed
For summer employment,
earning $2500-3000

FOR RENT
SUMMER
APARTMENTS

cash scholarships also available
For interview apply in person

CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

TODAY
PERRY ROOM-STUDENT UNION
1:30-2:30-3:30

A representative of Lambda Chi
Alpha will be meeting with men
interested in this rare opportunity

today in the Court Room. 4th floor.
Student Services Building. You owe
yourself a chance for a more

rewarding college experience. Stop
in and ask about Lambda Chi
Alpha.

I
I
I
I

DM

The Resume
Machine®

I
I
I
I

Typeset Resumes
352-3538
10 Free Copies
With This Ad

(through...
-- ^your
■ your help
■• toprevent
' .
Birth .
Defect.^
MAJKHOTMMIJ

Can work in hometown,

Lamda Chi Alpha offers you...

;
«H
/

Marketing Club would like to
give special recognition to

JeanRihm
AMA liaison

thinks tor ill your HELP!

New Needle Tip
Looks L>ke This
B.ni Point Glides Smoothly
Gives Best Pe'to'tn^nres

Needle lip
Looks like This
Worn Potnl Distorts Music
Dameqes Record Groove

Forever

STOP RUINING
RECORDS!
128 N. M«n & WMtttT Street

SALE ON NEW
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD THRU
May 7th, 1980

•pffHterer'fi—(Slauieux

DIAMOND
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

<5off
GRAND OPENING

SALE

THE SALE IS ON !
"Lambda CM Alpha oilers you.
A chanca to make lasting friendships.
A chanca to serve your campus and
community.
A chanca to davalop your managemant and laadarahlp abilities.
A thousand chances to hava fun.

College can ba a graat daal more In
Lambda Chi Alpha.

and responsibilities ol full membership from the outset.

Lambda Chi Alpha, on* of North
America's largest and moat
respected fraternities Is starting a
new and different type ol fnrtemlty
at Bowling Green State University.

A representative ol Lambda Chi
Alpha will be meeting with men Interested In finding out about this
rare opportunity In the Conference
Room In the Recreation Canter.
You owe yourself a chance for a
, more rewarding college experience.
Stop In and ask about Lambda Chi
Alpha.

Lambda CM Alpha has no pledget!
New members, known aa Associate
Members have the rights, privileges,

LAMBDA
CHIAL >HA -a Sharing
Experience
FRATERNITY

We Have Recently
Remodeled And Enlarged

Traditional Sportswear
For Women

Our Entire Stock Of Mens Better
Quality Suits, Sports Coats, Slacks
And Shirts Are Now Priced To
Savings Of 1030%

Save 10% To 30%

Throughout Both Mens
And Lady's Departments
at Jpftaterer'B—(Slauiettx

On The 4 Corners Downtown B.G.

101 N. Main St. >
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elsewhere
Tables turn6d: Iran's London embassy, 21 hostages taken by gunmen
LONDON (AP) - Three "Arab
power" militants took over the Iranian Embassy on a quiet London back
street yesterday and threatened to kill
their 20 hostages unless Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's regime frees 91
political prisoners held in Iran's Arabpopulated oil belt.
If the Tehran government does not
meet their demand by noon today, the
gunmen said, they will blow up the
building.
The three terrorists, reportedly
armed with submachine guns or carbines, identified themselves as Arabs
from Khuzestan who support

autonomy for that region of southwest
Iran.
The British Broadcasting Corp.,
which received the ultimatum in a
telephone call from the embassy, said
the gunmen reported one of their
hostages had been wounded and they
wanted a doctor. The victim was not
identified.
WITNESSES HAD said they heard
gunfire as the terrorists forced their
way into the building at 6:30 a.m.
EDT.
The only other casualty reported
was aTroman captive who was released in late afternoon suffering from
what police said was severe shock.

She was carried out on a stretcher and Dellow told reporters.
rushed off by ambulance.
He also said, "Twenty-four hours
Police said her release left 20 has been mentioned."
hostages, including a British police
THE BRITISH Foreign Office was
guard. The top Iranian diplomat in
London, Charge d'Affaires Gholan'Ali
Afrouz, also was reported among Want to learn what
the four proposed
those held captive.
THE BBC said the terrorists also constitutional amendments
demanded a safe flight out of Britain will do before you vote
for themselves and their hostages.
on June 3rd? ^
Police later confirmed the
'■■"'*•*•-••"••"•
- ^WJL,'/
gunmen's demands were similar to
those reported by the BBC. And
"there is certainly a threat of
hostages being killed," Deputy Assistant Police Commissioner John

I

in contact with the Iranian revolu- without casualties."
tJonary government of Khomeini, and
Arabs are an ethnic minority in
assured it that Britain would end the Iran, concentrated in oil-rich
siege speedily "and so far as possible Khuzestan province.

MISS BG.S.U.
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT

* — l—». keM 4 t*M
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Jeans & Things

OTTO GRAHAM
HASMAOEA
COMEBACK.
Otto Graham,
one of football's
greatest quarterbacks, has made a
successful comeback: from colorectal cancer. He and
almost 2 million
others are living
proof your contributions count.

Nolrizz—no fuss,
just the amount
olcurl you want.
where you wont it.
Stop in for your
free consultation
soon.

.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES

B.G.S.U.

HOURS

STUDENT UNION

Mon.Thurv 80. m. -8p.m.
Friday 8a m 4 p m
Saturday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

835 High St

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

Now Leasing for
Summer

American
Cancer Society %

• Special Rates*
Indoor Pool & Party Room
Ph. 352-9378

C

8:00 P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM

PERMS
FOR
TODAY

Corner Ridge & Thurstin
Featuring: Painter's Pants
Natural, Red, Green, Yellow
Blue Jeans & Cords
Bib Overalls
Tuxedo Rentals

FOR HIM

J

jre

ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

352-4101

Appointment not always necessary
We use and recommend ^Kt,L/l\£.INp'oducts

mm §

Tickets at the door or in advance
call 372-3730
m *mraracfrrac3C3caccm*rera<s»

TY C

MAUMEE

Ladies Terry

2M2 »»<»«.y Plau

Men's Western

Special B.Q.S.U. Student Bonus
Show your B.G.S.U. t.D. card and
receive a 10% discount. Valid at
Maumee store only!
FRI., SAT., SUN. ONLY!

Shirts
999

Warm Up Suits
1488 to 2988

6.

Comp. $30 to $60
Famous maker 2-piece warm up
suits of 100% polyester, 100%
acrylic, and polyester/cotton.
Newest fashion colors. Zipper front
top and boxer waist bottom. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.
.

Polyester/cotton western style
shirts feature perlized buttons
scalloped yoke, and two flap
pockets. Solids and two-tones.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.

SPORT SHORTS

Levis

• TENNIS
• JOGGING
• HIKING

FOR HER

Dresses
"Ideal for your casual
and comfortable summer wear."

• Tube Tops. . .99
12" stretch tube tops
for maximum coverage.
In fashion brlghts &
pastels.

* Sun Visors. .1.99

999

6

Straw and mesh visors
for active sports or the
spectator look.

65% Acetate/35% Nylon wash
and west terry. V-neck with self
belt styling. Sleeveless and cap
sleeve styles. Assorted fashion
colors in sizes 7-15; 8-18.

/
* Tote Bags. . .2.99
Large size straw double
handle tote bag for summer fashion needs.

• Terry Rompers 4.99
Comfortable elastic
waist rompers in easy
to take care of
polyester.

3 Pair pkg. panties
•Bikinis

Denim Jeans
• Boot Cut 'Straight legs 'Bells
Cotton and polyester/cotton denim
Jeans. All first quality! At this price
you'll want several pair. Sizes 30 to
38.

999

13 .
Terry Cloth Shirts

Comp.r.$8 99

Mens's tarry cloth shirts in two styles. Zip front
hooded sweat shirt style and pullover sport shirt
style In sizes S-M-L-XL.

• CUT OFFS

-|99to ^99
Famous Brand Color
T-Shirts

3 for $2.29
•Briefs

3 for $2.79
Nylon acetate with cotton
shield in assorted pastels
Sizes 5-7.

Comp. '2.69 to '2.99

Swimwear

1.58

1 & 2-PC.

Cotton and polyester/cotton
T-shirts from Hanes, Frult-of-theLoom, Mayo Spruce, and Russet
Mills. Your choice of solid colors
or two tone. Sizes S-M-L-XL.

99

4!

5.99 to 10.99

Canvas Tote Bags
Sturdy csnvas with vinyl lining, and zipper pocket.
Great for books or st the beach. Many assorted styles
and colors to choose from.

Assorted 1 and 2-piece
swlmsults in bikini,
maillot, and bandeau
styles. Assorted solid and
print combinations. 100%
polyester and lycra
spandex fabrics. Sizes
8-18.

599

J
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ABORTION

isancllo's
zza'
FAST
FA! FREE DELIVERY

TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

I

352-.5166

SUPPORT
THE BG NEWS
ADVERTISERS

classified
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
As of May 1st all individual classifieds
must be prepaid. The
deadline for placing
ads is 4 p.m., 2 days
before publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimum-approx. 25 spaces a
line
• Boldface 50 cents
extra
•Phone 372-2003 for
further information.

LOST * FOUND
Found a man's watch near
Napoleon Rd. Call 372 1731 to loon
Illy.
SERVICES OFFERED
EXPERT TYPING AVAILABLE
AT REASONABLE RATES.
CALL CAROL AT 352 7305.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding.
EMPA. 353 7041 a. 152-2143.
Abortions to IS weeks. Lowest
Fees. Call Akron Women's Clinic
toll tree. l-M0-3fB-«U0.
TROYBILT rots-tilling done. Call
Mika 6*6-3621 or Ed 454-4551 between I 10pm

PERSONALS
DO BIKE RACE MAY 10111
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote tor your 500 Queen
Today 9-5 In Univ. Hall.
The Egg Hatches Tonitell
Alien!!!!
FALCON HOUSE. 20% of) all pur
chases Tues.-Sat. Shorts, shirts,
tops etc. W4 Wooster. by T.O/s.
Vlckl Schehi. Best ot Luck In
tryouts-we're with you all the wayl
Love, Becky I Jane. PS. Sooo
Oo'-Larry & Jan. Congratulations on
your lavalierlngl I think It's fan
title. Love, Andrea.
ALPHA CHI SPIRIT-hear it? Walt
till va see It at Betal
The Bleeding Begins Tonltel
Allen! The Brood!
"BIG" Connie, Lots of good luck to
you In the Beta! I'll be out mere
cheering for you! Love "Little"
Ruth.
DU BIKE RACE MAY Hill
Bucher T Congratulations to you t,
Larry on your lavallerlng. Love,
Carter.
We have Beta In "XI" bag. Good
Luck. Alpha XI Delta Beta Team.
SGA Senatorial Applications
available in 405 Student Services
for Senators from McDonald.
Founders | Ashley Batchekter.
The Face Hugger Arrives Tonltel
Allenlll
Alpha Dell Bigs: Get psyched for
the best paddle hunt ever! We love
youlI Winter Pledges.
BETA 500 BETA 500 MAY 3
BETA 500 BETA 500 MAY 3
BETA 500 BETA 500 MAY 3
BETA 500 BETA SOO MAY 3
BETA 500 BETA 500 MAY 3
Call In, answer a trivia question 8,
win a free six-pack of coke on
WFAL-tUOAM.
Student Court is now accepting applications for Fall 19*0 81 Appllca
tions can be picked up In Room 405
Student Services. Applications
must be In by May 5.19*0.

Customlied T-shirts, lerseys 1
sportswear. Group rate* for date
parties, hall parties, fretomltv «.
sorority. Low Cost. Fast Delivery
Call Tim at 352-5471.

HAVE YOU SEEN CHRIS
BRADYItTJt
THE BROOD Once they get their
hands on you, you're better
OW....PEADHH
When it's party time call SufrMeOulck for an Olympic Event.
That's our 5 ft. party sub. Please
call 2 days ahead 353-4661.
The Chest Burster Arrives
Tonitell Allenlll
DO BIKE RACE MAY HI 11
Theta Chi Ox Roast-Saturday M»y
10. 1980 at College Park (behind Of
fenhauer) 1:00-5:00. Don't mlsa Ml
Beta 500 Beta SOO
Saturday May 3 13:30pm
Union Oval.
,
STUDY FOR FINALS AT SEAI11 3
charter-rate berths open aboard a
2-masted windjammer. "Mary
Day" out of Camden, Maine, June
1-7. 1225. Includes meals'. Details
from Bem, 373-4*93.
Cheryl Shaffer-1 knew all along!
The stars In your eyes & smile on:
your lips gave you away. Con
oratulaHom. Low. Patty.
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your 500 Queen
Today 9 5 Univ. Hall.
Forget the Hogllf The Brood Is
Coming!!!
[
Only 10 days 'til the best party of
the year the Alpha Delta PI Spring
Formal. Get ready tor a GREAT
tlmel
The Terror begins Tonitell
ALIEN!! THE BROODIIII
TACCs .50 cents THURSDAY.
MAY 1st. SPM MIDNIGHT SUB
ME QUICK 141 E. WOOSTER
DRAFT HAPPY HOURS S TO 7
PM.
To the bro's of AEPi Saturday's
race was the best of fun. When It
was all over you were #1. Congrats
& thanks, we're as proud as can boot our beer drinking neighbors
from TKE.
RUSH ZTAI All Interested girls are
invited to a bar b-que Thurs. May
1. For more Info, or rides call
352 1642.
DON'T OET CAUGHT IN THE
SUMMER JOB CRUNCH. IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO TRAVEL AND
A CHANCE TO EARN WHILE
YOU LEARN OUR COMPANY
HAS POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR THE ENTIRE SUMMER.
CALL 3S1-MS4 TODAY FOR AN
INTERVIEW.
DU BIKj RACE MAY Will
Beta Happy Hours
Friday May 3 at the Beta House 707
6th St. 4:30-?? Queen a. teams will
bf •""WttCte.
LOOK OUT!! The Delta Gamma
Sexiest Eyes Contest is In the
Union Foyer this week, 9-5.
ifsa BETA DAY Sat.
It's a BETA DAY May
lt'5 a BETA OAY 12:30
If s a BETA DAY Union
It's a BETA DAY Oval
It's a BETA DAY Be There!
Tammy, Lisa, Leslie & Penny Jo:
Good Luck Saturday in the Beta.
We'll be cheering tor you. The
Pli
Dear Folk Guitar Lovers, come
here Missy 4 Cindy at LA ROE'S
CAFE 4. TAVERN In Grand
Rapids. Oh., Mils Frl. t, Sat. 9pmlipm. Take a break from the rock
scene a, visit a unique tavern Irom
the days of the last's.
Hey DZ's-the bro's of TKE are
psyched to chow 8. party with the
wildest women around. So toast the
buns a, get your buns toasted.
We're ready for one hell'uva hot
time.
The Screaming Begins Tonitell
ALIEN! THEBROOPH
Mary Best of Luck In the pageant.
toye, Y9V Lima, t.

Lookout Alpha XI Cookout
Lookout Alpha XI Cookout
Lookout Alpha XI Cookout
Th» Brothers of Theta Cm.
DU BIKBI EACH MAY HIM I
Hey Alpha Sigs, remember last
Jose Day? (you don't) Well, tomor
rows the night to destroy those remaining brain cells. See ya therel
Luv, your Lll Slsses.
PHI MU BETA
PHI MU BETA
PHI MU BETA
11 ON MAYS.
* day* until the THETA CHI OX
ROAST!!! DON'T MISS ITIIII
They're coming to take you away,
ha ha. INSANITY.
PHI TAU LIL SIS RUSH
Stop over tonight from 7:30-9:30.
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your 500 Queen
Today 9-5 In Univ. Hall.
Cindy Renee Lelghner You're the
Beta Queen In our hearts. Good
Luck. The PZ'S.
BETA 500 Proceeds go to "The Big
Brothers of Wood County." So do
your part; vote for your Beta
Queen today. Also come to Happy
Hours Frl. May 2 at 4:30 at the
Beta House 707 4th St.
TACOS AND MARGUERITES
TODAY 4-7:30 PM AT UPTOWN.
NO COVER CHARGE. SPECIALS
ON
BEER,
TACO,
MARGUERITES.
Tomorrow night will be the best
party In BG history. The Spring
SAE Phi Mu tea. The Brothers are
ready lore hot tlmel!
Chi Omega houseboy needed:
Anyone Interested call 373 3608 or
3722W.
Brothers of Sigma Nu: The Lll
Sisses are ready, to cheer for you,
the Number 1 Beta Team
Who?....Sigma Null
Long live the wet knappy head.
Congratulations Tracy Harpsteron
your Pelt Carp pinning.
Records are made to be broken.
Life Is worth living, to Irs fullest so
it you can enjoy life & break a
record at the same time, then GO
FOR IT!! Congratulations KavlnJ.
Denlse for number 24, DOES IT
STOP HERE? HOW about 10?
Always, The Brothers.
Chi Omega Is excited for the Beta
5001H Let's Go Get 'eml 11
TO THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
PHI EPSILON GOOD LUCK AT
BETA-PLEDOII
BETA 500 Proceeds go to "The Big
Brothers of Wood County." So do
your part; vote for your Beta
Queen today. Also come to Happy
Hours Fri. May 2 at * X at the
Beta House 707 6th st.
Sun Hut passes will be given out
over the air on WFAL THE AM
THAT ISN'T. Tune In «■ listen.
Apha Xls-HAPPY MAY DAY!)
Hope to see all of you at the
cookout tonight. Don't forget your
special sister! XI Love & ours. Mel
& Jules.

WANTED
1 F. rmte. for the 2nd session of
Sum. Classes & or for the 19*081
sen. yr. Brand new 4 bdrm. house.
1 blk. from campus. Call Anne or
Lynne at 372 5208.
1 girl needed to summer sublet
house. 2 bdrms.. price negotiable.
328 N. Prospect. Call 152 1239 or

aim

Rmte. needed. S125 mo. & deposit.
Utll. paid. Ph. 35414«e.
1 F rmte needed lor Su Qtr in
Haven House. 160 mo. & utll. Call
M4-17»5.
Graduate Student seeks to share
off-campus rent for Fall qtr. 19*0.
Call 614-494-2579.
1 F. rmte. naadad for so-ai Fail
Qtr. University Village Apts. Call
Sharle 372-47*1,
We need youl 1 F. rmte. wanted to
share 2 bdrm. turn. apt. for 80-81
school yr. Lots of closets, pool,
clubhouse. Call 152 4003 before
3pm.

HELP WANTED
Summer 8, full time employment
•vail. Exciting work In the sales of
ieweiry No door to door sales.
Hourly wages plus commission.
(419) 655-2465 far Interview.
Counselors needed. Summer
residential camp for mentally
retarded girls. Call 372-4306 or
(216) 692 2016.
Need neat, personable people over
21 for waitress/waiter positions.
Car pool avail, from BG. Call
BOGARTS 1 599 5761 after 7pm.
MODELING PHOTOGRAPHIC.
RUNAWAY 8, TRADESHOW.
FULL OR PT. TIME CALL OR
WRITE FOR INTERVIEW. STAR.
LTD. 435-1146 POST BOX 614.
Pt. time positions waitresses «.
waiters. Must be avail, from 7am
2pm. Apply In person. Comer Kit
Chen. 113 S. Main.
CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS:
S3.5O-9.00 per hr. College Painters.
Inc. has over 60 positions avail, for
exterior residential work. Interview sessions will be held at 1:00
every Sat. beginning May 10 at Col
lege Painters. Inc. 1X20 Drex
more, Cleveland. Oh 44120. (216)
752 6000. Write or call for appllca
tlon.

FOR SALE
Men's tap shoes, Capezlo size 10.
HO Call 172-5026.
1973 Monte Carlo 350 VI, very
clean, no rust, only X.000 mi. AC,
Pwr. windows 1 seats, AM/FM
stereo cassette with 6x9" spkrs. 4
stl. bltd. radials & 2 Pirelli St. bltd
radial snowtires In excell. cond.
Call Jerry 1720050.
Grlnnell Bros, piano. 152-5271 ext.
284, ask for Ruts.
1975 Mustang I good cond. S15O0.
Call 3526015.
Crate Amp 12" speaker, good prac
tlce amp. 152 2021, Call David.

FOR RENT
2 turn, houses close to Univ. Avail,
for summer only. EHect. June.
Both are 1 bdrm. Call 352 7161 after
SJfiBDi
:
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
2 3 bdrm. apts. for summer & fall.
Located at 115119 S. Main. Call
Albert Newlove 152-5163.
831 7th St. Fum. 2 bdrm. apts. All
utll. furn. except elec. Sllverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John
Newlove Real Estate. 3526553.
Room for rent. CHEAP, rest of
Spr. Qtr. Call Rob or Larry
352 4279.
1-2 people needed to subis apt.
June 14 to Aug 31, 19*0. Low rent.
Close to campus. Call 353-6704.
House to sublet, at least, for Sum
mer. Very close to campus 167.50
plus gas. Utll., own room, shared
bath, kitchen, etc. Call Bassey
353 2132.
Summer furn. upper duplex for 3,
Fall furn. lower duplex for 4. Ph.
352 0839
824 Sixth St. Modem. 2 bdrm. apts.
AC, now renting for Summer. 1400
8, elec. for entire quarter. Call
352 5161 or 152-4966.
2 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail.
May 1st Sept 15th. 152 1730 or
352J64L
STUDENT APARTMENTS
' i BLOCK OFF CAMPUS, FALL 8.
SUMMER LEASES. 2 BDRM.
FURN. 352-4671, ASK FOR TOM.
Apts.. houses 8, rooms. Near campus. Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rates. 152-7365.
1 bdrm. apt. for Sum., avail June
15. 2 blks. from campus. AC. double bed. S400/summer. Call
152 2962 after 6.
2 bdrm. unfum. 9 mo. lease, S310
mo. 12 mo. lease, J260 mo. Close to
campus. Call 152 43*0,

HORSES-HORSES
English Riding & Jumping Lessons for Credit through the School of HPER
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED
Instruction ln:
—Beginning Through Advanced
Hunt Seat Equitation
—Beginning And Intermediate
Jumping
—Cross-Country Riding

Facilities For:
-Indoor Arena 60x200 Feet
-Outdoor Hunt Course
-Cross-Country Trails
-Heated Observation Room
-Boarding, Training, Showing

Facts About:
—English Horsemanship
-Enroll Fall, Winter, Spring
PEG 145-1 Credit
-Maximum of 10 Riders per Class
PEG 245 -1 Credit
-Course Fee $100.00
—M.T, W,R Classes • 12:30-3:30
-Transportation Provided
—1 Hr. of Riding
• WE ARE THE ONLY COURSE APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY TO GIVE
ENGLISH RIDING LESSONS.

Instructor: John Vogel

River Hollow Form
West River Rood
Perrysburg, Ohio
1-874-3055

For Information Contact:
Sally Sakolo, 202 A Hayes Hall
372-2209
or
John Vogel
1-674-3055
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Sound Associates'

Anniversary

Sale

Come and celebrate with Northwest Ohio's
largest audio dealer. You'll find amazingly low
prices - and the best service, anywhere.
•YAMAHA
Encore 77

Electro-Voice Encore 77
3 way 12" speaker system These
will make stereo sound the
way it's supposed to.

159

Yamaha TC 520
Its the hottest thing on the
cassette deck market now priced
to save you a bunch

95

tTmQS

LIST J3B4.00

LIST $495 00

LBTJ360 00

SAVE 20%

$

250 00

LIST $329 95

199

Metro Sound 77SO W MSSS Amp
Stereo pre-amplifier AM IM
cassette Sendust tape head,
plus Dolby Price includes MSSS
ultra fi amplifier 2S watts per
channel and less than 0 1b%THD

95
list sm oo

Yamaha TC 720
If you won't settle for anything
less, then this is your choice
You'll love it!

©YAMAHA
Save 20%

399

00

LIST M10.00
LIST $4SO 00

95

HM
HJ|IFX-IK> &FXIC90
These audio cassettes give you
low noise and wide frequency
response at a super low price

79"

s209

Jl_

SANYO
Signet TKSE
fverv Signet cartridge built and
tested by hand

USTSSO0O

39

00

$Q19

LIST $7.00

LIST S9S 00

DiscKit
Dtsckit
Now everything you need for
lifetime care of your records
comes in one convenient kit

IVCAS-7.TV5
More powerl 50 watts per
channel Less than .05% distortion with this combo

SAVE 20%

Yamaha NS-4
High Compliance speakers
make this quality crafted system
a super buy*

Bose Model 101
listen and find out why its the
largest selling speaker in the
world today

LIST $26000

rumun Kardon 4S0
Quality engineering with this
JO watt per channel receiver

JVC AS-S, TVS
Save with this W) watt amp and
tuner combination

O YAMAHA

3 Head
/tieZ*cSoti*t<£

Save 40%

Yamaha CRS40
Yamaha quality in this super 60
watt receiver 0 03% THD

28995

LIST $319 00

PHILIPS

- —^•r-)-rr^-

29900

269

SlB M

LIST $23900

PtiBpt384
This 40 watt power amplifier
will save you plenty, but you
won't sacrifice quality.

JVC

Infinity Coll
Two 10" woofers, 4 midrange
and two tweeters, and youll
get concert hatl sound in your
living room

Save 33%

LIST $100 00

SAVE 20%

Sanyo 2011
If you want top quality sound
at a budget price, this 16 watt
receiver has your name on it.

^Sl I
v

*«*

159 95

SAVE 24%

LIST $209 95

LIST $31900

Elecirol/oice
3 Head

Electro-Voice 160
Excellent bass response in a
bookshelf system, great for use
with any amplifier

LIST $549 00
Hamvan Kardon 3S00
Perfection in stylinR makes this
cassette deck the perfect addi
lion to your system

.
O j/M
A

Sherwood 7150
Certified performance plus in
extended warranty This low
price makes this a top seller

SHERWOOD

179

95

IIS! $2 torn

109"

Yamaha YPD-71
For the critical audiophile. You'll
agree this is the best in the
turntable line Equipped with
Signet TK5E cartridge

too

Technics SU-1
Our lowest belt drive turntable
featuring low mass S-sliaoed
tonearm withAT-fOcanndge

LIST 1169 90

379"
IIST $4*000

MICRO SEIKI
$ynerg»ticsS-$3
Our most popular lower now
priced to save

179

Save 40%
s18995
LISI susm

audio-technica
Audio Technica ST 400
Superb performance al a
moderate price makes this your
best cartridge buy

Save 55%
LIST $59 95

Save 40%

sinooo

LIST $195.00

©YAMAHA

by Panasonic

SAVE 44%

ppp ^VCi/\
t^ I BVlvJ

450

c.C ccc^i

Technics

$2495

Micro SeikiMLVM
Tremendously low rumble, wow.
and flutter. Belt drive turntable
VVithCradof )e cartridge

LIST $224.50

SAVE 20%

(VCLA11
Belt dnve turntable with auto
return/shut off Comes with
Audio Techntca ST 400 cartridge

SAVE 30%

12000
List $169 00

Al»du>you*u6

o YAMAHA
Yamaha
YH-2

II

53995

Metro Sound 7700
loaded with features including:
Sendust tape head, locking fast
forward'rewind. local/distant
FM muting and much more

LIST $St).(»

Synergi.taS.12
Bookshelf 2-way system with 8"
woofer and 2V extended range
tweeter

i

174

00

LIST $265 95

00
60
Save 40%

$

LIST $100 00

Guaranteed Price
Policy
If you purchase a component from Sound Associates and find that I
same component selling for less (within 10 days) from an authonzed I
full service dealer in Ohio, we'll gladly refund you the difference

Complete Service
Department

248 SOUTH MAIN ST. - BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595
'ALSO SHOP OUR THREE OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS"

We are lull. authnriAMl in semir i*vii\ Mm;l< IHH* AV sell Out
mviMrrvnl m lh< HJS.ind*. ■ "1 'IMXIISOI thi-m. .si Mill* .unl M ipliislK .ili-rl
tesi gear jlonj: null inn ((tialliitHl |iilnmiaii<> ,i*MMi"» fc«m • •' lite
finest st'fvui' this.irc.ili.i- (u ■ <n.-r In .ih in .tf»• I*«til nl rt.in.im*

SIM MONROE ST
TOLEDO OHIO

ns-iMi

smHEATHEdOOWHS
TOLEDO OHIO
311 0465

10 SOUTH MM SI
FIHtH.tr OHIO
IM-1111

OPEN: Monday ■ Friday Noon to 9 pm — Saturday 10 am to 5:30 pm
■

SOME ITEMS LIMITED 2

-tiasier charge

HURRY! SALE ENDS May 23rd
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Harris selected, Wright neglected in draft
by Dave Lewandowskl
sports editor

Bowling Green senior tackle Bob
Harris was selected yesterday in the
ninth-round by the Philadelphia
Eagles in the National Football
League college draft.
Harris was the only BG player to
go in the draft. Senior quarterback
Mike Wright, who was expected to
be chosen in the top seven rounds,
was not selected by any team in 12
rounds. Wright was listed as one of
the top seven quarterbacks in the
draft by The Sporting News, a weekly sports publication. The top three
quarterbacks in the draft. Marc
Wilson of Brigham Young, Mark
Malone of Arizona State and Paul
McDonald of the University of

Bob Harris

Southern California, were tabbed by
Oakland, Pittsburgh and Cleveland,
respectively.
Harris, a 6-foot-6, 260-pounder
from Oberlin, co-captained the
Falcons during last season's 4-7
campaign along with Wright. He was
a three-year letterwinner after moving from tight end to tackle in his
sophomore year.
HARRIS SAID he wasn't expecting to be drafted in any particular
round, but was happy just to be
selected.
"I didn't have any expectations
and no idea when I would be
drafted," Harris said yesterday. "A
lot of teams were interested in me,
but nobody knew when I would go. I
sat around the phone, anxiously. I

was hoping like everyone else to go
on the first day. But it was exciting
to get the call."
Harris was contacted at 12:45 p.m.
by the Eagles who said they were interested in him in the next round and
asked if he had signed with a Canadian football team. Ten minutes
later, the Eagles called back and
gave him the good news.
"I talked to a couple of Canadian
teams like Toronto, but I wanted to
wait for the NFL to see what happens," Harris said.
"I KIND of expected Philadelphia
because when they were timing me
they said I would be on the team
even though they didn't know if they
would draft me or not. They said

they would sign me anyway if no
other team got me first."
Harris said the Eagles might try
him at guard and not tackle because
of bis speed.
"Most of the teams I met with early told me to work on my feet," Harris said. "But when the Eagles timed
me, I was faster than they thought.
On my films I guess I looked
mechanical. But I surprised them
with my speed. I wanted more teams
to come back so I could show them.
"They didn't draft any guards that
I know of and they took a tackle in
the eighth round from Minnesota.
They said their guards were getting
a little old, so we'll see what happens."

"I have an agent from Toledo who
will be handling it," Harris said. "I
hope to have the negotiations completed by the rookie camp. I don't
know how they work it. I think they
work from their first round on down,
but that's what I have an agent for."
WRIGHT SAO) that his agent is
looking into the possibility of going
the free agent route.
"My agent is working on things
right now," Wright said yesterday.
"I wasn't contacted by any teams
just prior to the draft, most of that
was done a week before. I didn't expect to go in the first one or two
rounds, but had hoped to go in the
first eight Things like this happen
and I'm just the one that got
caught."

sports
Netters lose to Toledo sports briefs
by Joe Menzer
stall reporter

It's tough to go into a tennis match already down 4-1, but that is what Bowling
Green's women's team did Tuesday and they came much closer to defeating
Toledo than the 7-2 final count indicated.
The Falcons and the Rockets completed a match that had been rained out
April 8th with UT leading 4-1 and BG's Martha Goth and Toledo's Sharon Ritchey in the third set of their sixth singles match.
Goth eventually won the match by winning the third set Tuesday, 6-1. Goth
had split the first two sets with Ritchey, 7-5, 0-6, before the match was called
three weeks ago.
"I knew I had to win to keep us in the match," Goth said. "If I won, I knew the
doubles would work really hard because they would know we had a chance to
pull it out."
The first sets of all three doubles matches were close, but UT won all three by
identical 7-5 scores.
Wendy Burkhardt Bailey and Ulva Svenssen stopped BG's Martha Chicles
and Chris Bischoff 7-5,6-4 at first doubles to clinch the Toledo victory, but the
Falcons had thrown a scare into the Rockets.
In the other doubles matches, Shiela Hart and Diane Carmona defeated Linda Ensign and Amy Bottorff 7-5, 6-4 and Lisa McGill and Ritchey bumped
Stephanie Tober and Tammy Zinn 7-5, 6-1.
"It was really close," BG coach Joan Weston said. "The scores don't indicate
how close it was."
Weston was especially pleased with the way her doubles teams played.
"Number one doubles played extremely well," she said. "Number two took a
little while to get started, but once they got going they did all right and number
three had to wait for sixth singles to finish, which didn't help anything."

A make-shift Bowling Green
women's softball line-up committed
mental errors at Eastern Michigan
yesterday, allowing the Hurons to
walk away with an 11-6 victory.
The Falcons, playing without the
services of three regulars, allowed the
Hurons to jump off to a 6-2 lead in the
second inning. Five Falcon errors and
some base-running mistakes cost the
Falcons dearly.
BG, playing in its last regular
season game before entering the state
tournament, dropped to 7-13 when
EMU jumped on pitcher Patty Konczak for 11 hits and all 11 runs before
pitcher Lisa Shelley returned to the
line-up to relieve Konczak in the sixth.

Despite the loss, the Falcons are optimistic about their tournament
chances.
"I guess maybe if we get all the errors out now, we'll be ready to play in
the state (tournament)," said Konczak, who lowered her record to 5-4.
Karen Cepik continued her torrid
hitting streak by belting a triple and
her second home run of the season
while Mary Bramschreiber knocked
in two runs.
"The return of the people who didn't
play for us will give us a boost,"
Coach Kathy Bole said. Bole is hoping
the Falcons can put the game behind
them and come up with a good team
effort when she takes her charges into
the state tournament this weekend at
Kent State.

the second team. Marty Dodnar of
the University of Michigan and Bill
I.ittlefield of Ohio University made
the third team.

Bowling Green junior Joe Faine
has been selected second team Happy Days-Skoal Academic AllAmerica in balloting by the College
Sports Information Directors of
America. The team is sponsored by
the U.S. Tobacco Co.
Faine, whose younger brother Bill
has signed a national letter of intent
to attend BG next year, led the
Falcons to their winningest season in
18 years this winter, and has maintained above a 3.00 academic
average in pre-med for the last year.

Miami in CCHA

Faine averaged 16.5 points per
game for the 20-10 Falcons this year
and is already among the top 20
scorers in Bowling Green basketball
history with a full season left. His
career point total of 937 is quite an
achievement, considering that he
missed 15 games as a sophomore
with mononucleosis and four this
year while recovering from elbow
surgery.
A SECOND team all MidAmerican Conference selection this
year, Faine finished sixth in the
MAC in scoring and led the league in
free throw percentage at .866.
Faine and Dick Miller of the
Univerity of Toledo were the only
players from the midwest named to

BG dumped by EMU
by Geoll Haynes
stall reporter

Faine on
academic team

Miami University has been accepted as a full participating
member in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association for the 1980-81
season, Commissioner Fred Jacoby
has announced.
Other members of the seven-year
CCHA include Bowling Green, Ferris State, Lake Superior, Northern
Michigan, Ohio State and Western
Michigan.
"Miami will not compete for the
CCHA championship or playoffs until the 1981-82 season due to a phase
in of schedules," Jacoby said.
"However, during the 1980-81
season, each present CCHA
members' two home games with
Miami will count in the CCHA standings."
"This is a great day for Miami's
ice hockey program," MU Athletic
Director Richard Shrider said. "It
gives us an opportunity to compete
with the finest hockey teams in the
United States since the CCHA sends
a representative to the NCAA Championships.
"WE LIKE to go first class in all
our athletic endeavors and compete
against the best and this is just a con-

DETROIT (AP)-Detroifs Lance
Parrish drilled a two-out single to
score Tom Brookens with the winning
run in the 10th inning as the Tigers
defeated the Texas Rangers 5-4
yesterday.
Richie Hebner hit a one-out single
off loser Sparky Lyle, 1-1, and
Brookens ran for Hebner. Then, after
Dave Stegman walked, Jason Thomp-

son struck out and Danny Darwin
came on for Texas. Parrish lined Darwin's first pitch up the middle to score
Brookens with the winning run.
Texas tied the game in the ninth
when pinch hitter Jim Norris led off
with a single against reliever Aurelio
Lopez and scored on Bump Wills' oneout double. Pat Underwood came on
for the Tigers and issued Buddy Bell

EXTRA CHEESE on any size
PIZZA regardless of valid coupon
used on
£~^\ ■■
Thursday
pg^P0"0*
only at Fast Free Delivery 352-5166
A ptiia neve* fc*d It M foedl >-

BROOKBALE STABLES
14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

*

-It

(indoor arena for sound system & dances)
FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
REGISTER NO W FOR SUMMER COURSES
FOR CREDIT AND NON—CREDIT
For More Information call 655-2193 (Local call)

BG gets check
The Bowling Green State University foundation has received a check
for $1,000 from Al Arbour, coach of
the New York Islanders of the National Hockey League.
Arbour was selected as the NHL
Coach of the Year by The Hockey
News for the 1978-79 season. That
award carries with it an etched
bronze plaque and a $1,000 check to
be given to the general athletic
scholarship fund of the school of the
recipient's choice.
Arbour requested that his $1,000
prize be given to Bowling Green in
honor of Ken Morrow, a four-year
standout with the Falcons, who is
now playing for the Islanders.
MORROW WAS a three-time AllCentral Collegiate Hockey Association first team pick, and is the only
player from the CCHA to ever earn
Ail-American honors. In Morrow's
four years with the Falcons, BG had
a 117-34-4 record and three CCHA
championships.
Morrow was drafted by the
Islanders after his freshman season,
but elected to complete his four
years at Bowling Green. He then
postponed his professional career to
help lead the United States Olympic
Hockey team to the gold medal in
Lake Placid. Morrow signed with the
Islanders and joined the team immediately after the Olympics.

Parrish's single lifts Tigers over Texas Rangers

k^|V p p for the asking

TRAIL RIDING,
HAYRIDES AND
PARTY FACILITIES

tinuation of our belief and our practice down through the years."
"This will be a big lift for us in
recruiting because the CCHA is
recognized as one of the premier
hockey leagues in the country along
with the Eastern and Western Collegiate Athletic Associations,"
Miami coach Steve Cady said.
"Everybody wants to play against
the best competition and to have a
chance at the national title. This will
give Miami 24 Division I games
automatically in two years and that
means top competition every night
out."
Twice in the last three years the
CCHA has been represented in the
NCAA's final four. This last year
Northern Michigan defeated Minnesota and Cornell before losing to
North Dakota in the NCAA Championship game. Bowling Green placed third in 1978. The Falcons also
finished fifth in both 1977 and 1979.
Miami moved into its new
2,000-seat Ice Arena in 1976 and
played two years of club hockey
before turning varsity during the
1978-79 season. The Redskins compiled a record of 22-14-1 and captured
the Mid-Central Collegiate Hockey
Association playoffs the first year as
a varsity sport. This last season
Miami compiled a record of 23-13-2
as an independent and played 18
Division I games, including 13
against CCHA opposition.

TOMSKERWTT SK30UWCYW6AIEB VEHCMO CAFTWWGHT
««f)BY5E>WST»NTON JCWJHUflT WNHOUrf-VAPHETKOTTO*—
t«CUTl*t"W0CWC**"O*»l01t*mn moOUCfOITOO"CONC*MCu 0*«>0*f»M »»lTt:«M
C*WCTCDi»wou-SCOTT atOllT|y04MO»M«OMa*IOIMO»««TT
KtH*wotMO—~<n MU»C M**t aoLOtMrfn wiiwmor* I*1TM«,«OO—ogoJr
MtMTBOTOfuM' __

R;-SSa
THUR.
8:00 & 10:15
Gish Theatre

FRI. & SAT.
7:30 & 9:45
S1.00W/I.D.

Box Office Opens
One Half Hour Before First Show

No Passes Accepted II

an intentional two-out walk. Milt
Wilcox then came on for the Tigers
and walked pinch hitter John Ellis to
load the the bases. Wills scored to tie
the game 4-4 when Wilcox uncorked a
wild pitch on a 1-2 delivery to Richie
Zisk.
Thompson hit a two-run homer in
the fourth and Champ Summers
belted a solo shot in the first. Steve

Kemp's single drove Alan Trammell
in with another run in the third as the
Tigers took a 4-2 lead into the ninth.
The Rangers got their first two runs
in the third when Mickey Rivers singled and scored after Wills hit a two-run
homer that struck the left field foul
pole and bounced back on the field.
Wilcox, 1-2, picked up the victory.

Getting inside
a tanning clinic
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God Bless You, Mr. Vonnegut
"Well..." I said
searching the universe (or
suitable words
not finding them
"It seems..." I am abandoned by
the English language
She laughs
I know what she thinks
To be a writer, he certainly has
trouble with his words
But only with her, I realize
but only with her.
I stutter once again, confirming
her thoughts that
I must be Insane
But she |ust smiles,
knowing I like to be bold
but am basically shy
but only with her.
We've been friends a long time
And I feel...I think...I...can't
How can I possibly say out loud
these things that I conceal in my
brain
like top secret information
that even the Pentagoncould care less about
How can I possibly proclaim
what I feel inside
where my words sit so comfortably
punching at my thoughts
twisting my stomach
We've argued before
and been real close
like friends should be
And now I feel...
but the words keep...
They stick In my throat like
I swallowed an apple, whole
but only with her
She probably thinks I am hiding
again
in a dusty little corner of my mind
I know she's waiting
But what do I say?
What will she say?
Am I willing to gamble

®ffi ftlhif W@HD
By Marvin C. Mooahka
with so much at stake?
"I...I...I..." I can't do this
Why Is life so unfair
at times
I've always liked her
Did I say always?
Yes, I said always,
since I met her
Did I say like?
I must be crazy.
So I've felt something for her
for a long time
a personal warmth
a playful desire
Yet, someone else
always managed to be there
where I couldn't be
been close with her
while I stood on the horizon,
watching, watching,
afraid and stubborn
to say what I think
That was where the arguments
formed
from my stubbornness
and inability to listen
but she Is not without blame.
She tried to be nice
and talk about It
but I knew, I knew,
It was all a conspiracy
like some space opera
only with more rumors
And then another guy walks Into
view
while I was out to lunch
sulking
and here I am
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older, wiser,
without her
Perhaps It is only a phase I'm going through
or maybe, I really am crazy
like her lovable mother always
said I was
"You had your chance" she had
said,
Not her mother, but her
"It's too late now."
She was just joking at the time,
doubting if I ever wanted her
In the sense of the conversation
I was still away at the front at
that time
Then I went AWOL
came home
and then the war started...
I did want her, though,
sort of,
Realizing this,
she probably thought I wanted
her for her body
She Is beautiful
but then, I never told her I thought
so,
because I've never been much
with compliments
or saying how I really feel
which by now has become obvious
She Is more than beautiful
smarter than me
an admirable personality
and a wonderful smile
I like to make her smile
because I am basically a clown,
a shy clown.
but only with her, I think.
"I love you." I heard myself say,
blurting It out
as if I thought
the Thought Police
were going to come and
take those precious words away.
But then...
What will the verdict be?

Will she smile and be flattered
that this lonely little clown
that no one could possibly love
loves her
or will she suddenly be mad
and sever our friendship
with the precision of a guillotine
or will she be insulted
or laugh in my face
or hit me
or call her mother In to hear the
punchline.
I could quickly reply something
like
"But seriously folks,"
or "I love you as a friend."
because I have loved other girls
in that way
but deep down,
secretly, I realize
I Just might really love her
And like a captured spy
revealing his sacred Information
releasing a horrible secret
that will change the world,
I'm ready for my punishment
I might have gambled and lost
more than likely,
but only with her.
It had to be said,
so I said it.
I may have lost what I had been
long striving for
without realizing it
and lost a trusting friend
that can trust no more
"Oh God, did I say that?"
She smiles
I made her smile again,
not trying to,
not wanting to, this time.
As for the verdict.
Well..."I love you too." she replies
casually,
as if the world won't topple off its
axis
when she says It.
And I smile. "So It goes."

i^fei
Dixie Electric Co
INC

WIOT &FM 104
Present

AT PAGLIAV S EAST WE
SERVE DINNER FOR
EVERYONE!

BARE AS YOU DARE
ROCK PARTY
VII
Thursday, May 1st

Introducing: stuffed sheBs &
kaagnaat EAST

J^ Introducing an assortment
of Wines
for lunches and dinners
We still have all our other
delicious Items . All
available for delivery.

PogBoi's
EAST
440 £ Court 352-1596
11 ajn-2 am.

WIOT & Dixie would like to know how
Bare YOU Really Dare, To come TO our
ROCK PARTY
DO you wear shorts & a tanktop?
Shorts & a tube top? Your favorite bikini?
Or Just your favorite swlmsult?
well, there's only one way to know
for sure, come Out & Rock with The
MOST DARING People in Northwest Ohio
& southern Michigan
BE THERE AS BARE AS YOU DARE!!!!
Doors Open at 7 p.m.
RT. 25 Just South of Perrysburg
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Making tracks on a two-wheeler
by Missy Tomko
A new cycling phenomenon is on its wheels and
getting into gear. Bicycle racks seem to have sprung
up like spring weeds on campus as students prepare
to roll Into action.
Although cycling may be merely a recreational
past-time tor many students, some accept the sport
as a serious activity that requires numerous accessories.
Long-distance and touring cyclists carry panniers
or saddlebags, a type of bike luggage that clips over
the rear carrier. The experienced cyclists possess
front and rear panniers, as well as handlebar bags,
seat bags, and a water bottle.
ACCORDING TO Robert Beard, assistant professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
at the University, cycling Is an excellent way to see
the countryside.
"You develop a real feel for the country, especially
if it is a bumpy road," Beard said.
Beard said he has been a guide for cycling groups
during the last two summers, touring cities such as
Rome and London.
In 1979, he and the groups journeyed from Luxembourg to Vienna, and this year he is planning to cycle
through Switzerland, Austria and Germany.
ACCORDING TO Beard, cyclists benefit best from
traveling with few accessories.
"Everyone takes three outfits. By the end of the
trip, people get pretty tired of staring at the same...
shirt every day."
Beard said frisbees are a useful accessory on cycling trips, If they are used creatively.
"IT CAN BE used for a salad bowl or dinner plate.
You can wash socks and underwear in it. It can also
be used In rainy weather to keep your hair dry. If all
else falls, you can always use it to play," he said.
"Rain can be a problem to cyclists, but weather
should not be allowed to control a trip," he said.
Beard added that he encountered rain 27 out of 36
days on his first trip, but during his most recent trip,
there was only one day of rain to contend with.
"YOU MUST accept and prepare for everything. It's

all part of the contract," he said.
Beard also said cycling has become an expensive
activity to maintain in recent years. Bicycles can cost
as much as $3000, but after the Initial investment, the
hobby pays for itself, he added.
With gasoline prices rising, bike touring is becoming a popular mode of transportation, he added.
BEARD RECOMMENDED renting or borrowing
before purchasing a bicycle, to help the cyclist determine if he enjoys cycling enough to spend the
money.
^
Beard said he considered the saddle or seat to be
the most Important part of the bicycle.
"A good saddle is essential." he said.
According to Beard, a leather saddle is the best
type to buy because it conforms to a person instead
of the person conforming to the seat.

"You must accept and
prepare for everything. It's all
part of the contract."
"THERE IS NO such thing as a comfortable saddle.
A saddle is merely tolerated. But an uncomfortable
saddle can be brutal," he added.
As for bike safety, Beard said there is no way to insure a bike from theft.
"If someone wants your bike badly enough, they
will find a way to steal it. I recommend buying a
strong wire cable that Is long enough to lock the
frame and both Hie front and back wheel," he said.
Beard added that the best deterrent to theft Is
securing a bike well enough to satisfy the insurance
company.
Bike touring is a total experience in cooperation,
because the group learns to work, together, he said.
"Our main purpose Is to have as much fun as we
can"
The final outcome of any bike trip Is "an incredible
feeling of accomplishment," he said
"You learn that there is no real task that cannot be
done. You just have to start," he added.

staff photo by Dale Omorl

Lamar Ware, a visual communications
technology major, "pop* a wheelle" on Ma tenspeed In front of the University Union.

Genesis still powerful Cronkite shuns veep
by Joe Barrett
Genesis Is still capable of producing
powerful pop music, even after the
departure of two original members of
the group.
Their newest release, Duke, proves
this Is Indeed the case.
Duke shows many facets of Genesis.
Although It Is not as good as The Lamb
Lies Down On Broadway from 1974, an
album which included Peter Gabriel
and Steve Hackett, Duke shows much
of the same potential apparent on And
Then There Were Three, the group's
first three-man effort.
"BEHIND THE LINES" and
"Duchess" start out the album, both
with overly long instrumental beginnings. "Duchess" Is noteworthy
because of the significance of the
lyrics, something found more frequently on Genesis' songs than on those of
other groups.
Other songs that are Impressive
for their lyrics and rhythm are
"Misunderstanding," "Cul de Sac" and
"Please Don't Ask."
All of them seem to show some personal involvement by lead singer Phil
Collins, or some significance past the
norm of usual pop fare.
THE MOST noteworthy of the trio Is
"Cul de Sac," the "epic" of the group
with a personal message added on.
The verses tell of marching armies and
kings, while the chorus relates to the
listener on a personal level:
"You thought you'd rule the world
lorever
Long live the king, but don't spare the
losers."

"Heathaze" also attempts some bit
of significance, but the six minutes
quickly become difficult to listen to.
The lyrics are a victim of "truth and
beauty" syndrome: metaphysical to excess. Along with a confused delivery, it
is definitely a waste of good vinyl.
"Alone Tonight" succeeds in the attempt, though. It also is slow, but not
monotonous. The superiority of this
cut over "Heathaze" Is mainly due to
better lyrics, both in delivery and content, along with some well-placed drum
beats.
THE POWER that Genesis Is capable
of finally emerges on "Turn It On
Again." Most of the songs on the
album lack strength-the special punch
that can really make a song.
This song finally trots out some ot
the heavy guitars and timely, but not
overused drums, along with wailing
vocals.
"Duke's Travels" and "Duke's End,"
the final two cuts of the disc are powerful as well. Both are mainly instrumental, and showcase Tony Banks'
keyboard In combo with Mike Rutherford's bass guitar.
While "Duke's End" builds up,
leading one to wait for an instrumental
climax. It is slightly disappointing as
the ending Is simply a fade, without a
big "bang."
Even without Steve Hackett and
Peter Gabriel, Duke shows that
Genesis can produce marketable and
yet critically successful rock'n'roll.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - So, Walter
Cronkite says he isn't going to be
John Anderson's running mate in
Anderson's independent drive for
the White House. The loss is not
Anderson's alone.
The time had come for an
Anchorman-Statesman.
Consider it. If, as has been suggested, American reality is created
by television, what better man than
Cronkite, the country's resident uncle, as second-in-command?
BUT TUESDAY, Walter put an end
to reports that he was considering
entering the political arena.
The fuss started with the May 3
issue of New Republic Magazine
quoting Cronkite as saying the Illinois Republican congressman had
not yet invited him to run on the
same ticket.
But If he did, "I'd be so honored to
be asked, I wouldn't turn it down,"
Cronkite was quoted as telling executive editor Morton Kondracke. "It
would be the right party. I've been
an independent all my life."
NOW CRONKITE says that's not
the way it was: "The New Republic
reporter has misinterpreted our conversation," he said In a short statement Issued through CBS. "I have
no interest In entering politics in
any capacity. I have never endorsed
a political candidate and I have no
intention of endorsing a political
candidate In the upcoming campaign, including Mr. Anderson."
But Kondracke, informed of
Cronkite's statement, said the
magazine stood by Its report as accurate.

An Anderson aide said the congressman has not talked with
anyone about second place on his
ticket.
FORGET SECOND place. A
Cronkite-Anderson ticket would
have been more electable.
A Cronkite presidency would
make the world simpler. Cronkite
knows better than anyone that the
news has to be drastically
simplified to fit into the 30-minute
evening news show. As president,
Cronkite could exert his Influence to
ensure that world events occur in
20-second segments.
In the Cronkite Administration,
Eric Severeid, the sage of CBS,
would be secretary of state. Dan
Rather, secretary of defense, in
case we ever war in Afghanistan.
Rather, remember, went to
Afghanistan for an undercover "60
Minutes" report.
The FBI, struggling with image
problems under past administrations, could use Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
as director. Robert Stack would be
untouchable as a backup.
Howard Cosell could be named
ambassador to Latvia. To make this
the perfect ticket, John Anderson
will just have to bow out altogether,
and allow Carson to run for vice
president.
That way, we will have a government wholly television, which will
ultimately make things more
democratic. If President Cronkite's
government doesn't Inspire the
citizenry, it can be canceled. The only problem Is that It might be replaced by reruns.
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Swimsuitfashions change...
by Jell Diver
and
Desplne Kartson
It's springtime in Bowling Green and
the sun Is beating down on bare legs and
exposed torsos all across campus.
But the bareness might be a little less
apparent this season than In previous
years: One-piece bathing suits for women
are as popular this season as string
bikinis were a lew years ago.
Debbie Terlep, of Sax Fifth Avenue in
Cleveland, said the bathing suit that Is
"In" this year is the maillot, a one-piece
with a v-neck and high cut thighs.
THE ASSISTANT manager of women's
sportswear also said the bandeau, which
Is a strapless one piece suit cut straight
across the top, Is very popular.
"We are selling very few bikinis
because one-piece bathing suits are more
stylish. It seems the customer Is more
worried about style," Terlep said.
Sax's bathing suits range In price from
$20 to $80.
MOST DEPARTMENT store buyers
agree that the one-piece Is the look lor the
'80s.
"This year the one-piece Is selling extremely well. Traditionally, one-piece
bathing suits sell early because the
weather Is cool. As soon as the weather
gets warm, two-piece sales pick up," said
Allan Nelkln, buyer ol junior sportswear
for the 17 Hudson's stores In Michigan
and northwest Ohio.

He added that the maillot one-piece
swim suits are "most exciting."
ACCORDING TO Nelkln, Hudsons will
sell about 24,000 women's bathing suits
from January to July. Prices ranged from
$12 to $30.
Mike Schamp, a freshman at the University, said "some one-pieces are nice; string bikinis are nice, but I like the French
cuts with high thighs because they (the
girls) get good tans."
Freshman business ma|or Keane
O'Malley said he does not like the one-

DR. MICHAEL Marsden, associate professor of popular culture, compares
popular trends In bathing suit tastes with
television.
"Bathing suits are not much different
than television. Public taste Is determined by the public," he said.
Most of the girls surveyed said they
wear one-piece bathing suits to swim in
and the two-piece to sun bathe In.
"ONE-PIECE SUITS are more comfortable, but you can't get as good a tan.
When It comes to the figure, one-piece

"There is no doubt that people who wear bikinis
wear them for exhibition purposes. They're not swimoriented, they're sun-oriented. It has little to do with
coolness; a one-piece is just as cool as a two-piece."
piece look on girls because "you can't see
as much."
IN A BQ NEWS Revue Informal survey
of 10 females, all girls said they own onepiece bathing suits. However, five girls
said they also own at least one two-piece
bathing suit.
Margaret Fry, a Junior psychology major, said she owns three two-piece and
two one-piece bathing suits.
Although she said she has no
preference, Fry said, 'The one-piece Is In
style more, probably because more people have them."

bathing suits look better," one girl emphasized. Another said a one-piece Is
more flattering.
"There Is no doubt that people who
wear bikinis wear them for exhibition purposes. They're not swim-oriented, they're
sun-oriented. It has little to do with
coolness, a one-piece is Just as cool as a
two-piece," Marsden said.
Beth Brody, buyer of Junior sportswear
for seven LaSalle'a stores, said, "There
has been a resurrection of two-piece, but
one-piece suits will always sell better early because they (girls) don't have their

tans then."
"SUITS WHERE straps can be taken off
totally are selling," she said.
Jane Caputl, a doctoral student in
American Culture, has a different view of
the surge in one-piece bathing suit
fashions.
"Fashion is based on visual change.
Bikinis have been around since the '50s
Fashion Is based on eroticism and
demands a change because it restores
mystery," she said.
CAPUTI SAID she finds It Interesting
that Bo Derek was wearing a one-piece
bathing suit In the movie "10".
"I find it Interesting that the sex symbo
was not wearing a bikini, she was wearing
a one piece," she said.
Brody said one reason why bikinis are!
not selling as well Is that the Juniors wear
customer is older than three years ago
The 22-to 25-year-olds are buying the onepiece suits.
PATRICIA LAWRENCE, a buyer out oil
Detroit of misses sportswear for
Wlnklemans, said engineered borders
new prints and color splicing are the new
looks for the maillots. Wlnklemans suits
sell for $24 to $34.
As for the male bathing suit fashions
"there really Isn't anything different In
men's bathing suits," said John Oiler
manager ol men's sportswear at Sax Fifth
Avenue.
He said the boxer-type short will be in
style for another five or six years.
continued on page I
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... when the heat's on
by Frank Rlzzo
Laying out In the sun may be a popular
bastime of young people, but doctors adfise against making it a career,
"You like to see a girl with a nice tan
yhen she's 20 or 30, but it she keeps it up
■ntll she's 40 she will look like a pair of
llligator shoes," says Dr. Thomas Hadley
|>f University Health Services.
"Continual exposure to the sun can
aad to wrinkling, freckling and premature
Iging of the skin," says dermatologist Dr.
jfarvey L Handler.
HANDLER explained how a suntan is
Ireated. "Suntan occurs when the skin
lells produce pigment as protection
(gainst burning.
"After you've been out of the sun for a
aw days, the extra pigmentation wears
Iff as the outer layers of skin normally
Vould," he said.
Handler, who has offices at 960 W.
Vooster St. and also In Sylvanla, has
practiced dermatology for seven years.
THE AMOUNT of time which can be
Ipent sunbathing before burning varies
|mong skin types, he explained.
People with medium to dark complexes should stay out no longer than 45

-ninutes to an hour on their first sunoathlng adventure. For those with blonde
or red hair and fair skin complexion,
Handler says, for the first time go out for
30 minutes.
Hadley says that the first exposure
should last 10-15 minutes for darker skins
and five or ten minutes for fair skins.
THE TANNING period can be lengthened after the first time out. "I tell my patients that they can add a half-hour each
time they go out, and then if they haven't
burned by the fourth time, they can stay
out as long as they want," Handler said.
The dangers of overexposure stem from
the sun's ultraviolet rays that burn the
skin cells. To ward off the dangerous
rays, Handler said, he recommends the
use of sunscreens such as PreSun over
conventional suntan lotions.
"PreSun has been proved the most effective of all sunscreens In tests," he added.
"MANY SUNTAN oils primarily containlubricants to keep the skin moist...when
you use a sunscreen such as PreSun properly, you cannot burn," Handler said.
Hadley agreed with the claim, but said
that "If a sunscreen Is used, you also
won't get much of a tan," because they're

so effective.
Sunscreens
contain
paraamlnobenzolc acid, more commonly
known as PABA, the key Ingredient used
to filter out harmful rays, Handler said.
HANDLER DISCOURAGES the use of
aluminum foil to reflect sunlight on the
body and speed up the tanning process
because it "just Increases the intensity of
the rays and the risk of burning."
Hadley said sunburns can be classified
under three categories, first-degree burns
with redness on the skin, second-degree
when blisters form and third-degree In
which damage occurs beneath the skin.
To treat minor sunburn, Handler said he
prefers the use of cold compresses such
as an ice pack. He warned against the use
of burn creams or aerosols because "they
seal the heat inside the burn and can
result in a form of contact dermatitis."
IN CASE OF facial swelling that might
occur from overexposure, taking two
aspirin every four hours for the first day
then one every four hours until it subsides
can bring relief, Hadley said.
One effect of long-term exposure to the
sun Is skin cancer.
continued on page 6

(Clockwise from left) Freshman
Scott Ravnla, a music major, Is
treated to a suntan lotion massage
from Valerie Slch, sophomore Interior design major.
The sundeck of the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity house provides an excellent place for sophomore Doug
Abercromble,
foreground;
sophomore
Jim
Simmons;
sophomore Tom Harris; Junior Eric
Stevens; and Junior Rusty Mulvlhlll
to sunbathe.
Freshman Kaane O'Mallay
deepens his tan as he baaks In the
aun at Peregrine Pond.
Theae apartment-dwellers find
the front yard the hot spot for suntanning. Pictured are Brenda
Thrash, senior, foreground; Iszzy
Notar, senior; Shelley Trlnettl,
senior, and Kim Otto, senior.
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OLLER SAID bright colors, stripes,
separate detailing and matching
cabana tops are very popular.
He said Sax is receiving quite a tew
styles of terry cloth trunks. The terry
cloth are a combination of active running and swimming trunks.
"The bikini-type is just for a special
customer, a customer that wants
sumething special," Oiler said.
O'MALLEY HAS a stronger opinion
on men's bikini trunks: "I think they
look gay."
Men's swim suits at Sax range in
price from $15 to $32. The Cleveland
store sells about 750 men's swim suits
a year, Oiler said.
John Scott, buyer of mens sportswear for LaSalle's, said the allpurpose athletic-type line for tennis
and swimming are still in style. But the
trunks are much smaller and tighter
than boxer shorts. At LaSalle's, men's
trunks sell for $10 to $24, he said.
WHEN THE 10 girls surveyed were
asked if they prefer the boxer-type
swimming trunks or the bikini-type
trunks on males, four girls said boxer
trunks and three said bikini trunks.
Tracy Bigelow, freshman business
and interior design major, said she
likes the bikini trunks on men "just
because it shows more of them."
Most male students surveyed said
they prefer to wear cutoffs or fogging
shorts.
Ted Drake, freshman, said he
doesn't like bikini trunks because
"they don't.show any class."
from page S

with a tan," Beth Morganti, a
sophomore business major, said. She
added that sunbathing was "a way to
get out of studying."
"I want a tan like everyone else,"
Sue Telljohann, senior physical education major, said.
Sharon Conrad, a freshman education major, prefers the Doyt L Perry
Field bleachers as a tanning spot
because "the wind channels through
there, and it's nice and cool.
"A tan looks healthy," she added.
FRESHMAN ACCOUNTING major
Jim Mihalick, said he likes "to be out
there with all the girls in their bikinis"
when sunbathing.

"I think everyone looks
nicer with a tan."
Sociology department chairman Dr.
Joseph Kivlin sees an irony in sunbathing.
"There's an inconsistency in that
white people try to get a sunta n which
makes them look more like brown or
red people whom they may be prejudiced against," he said.
"Suntanning
is
considered
fashionable, and many popular activities are governed by fad and
fashion. Many tanning activities are a
group phenomena; you will see a lot of
sunbathers gathered In groups at the
dorms," Kivlin said.
"As a human activity, there are a lot
of material things which accompany
sunbathing," he said, such as
swimwear, blankets, sun lotions and
radios that are used when sunbathing.

An Indoor alternative to tanning
by Kathy Felt
It is now possible to get a suntan
on a cloudy day. but sunny days
cast a dark shadow on tanning
centers.
Indoor tanning is a trend that has
only recently come to Bowling
Green with the opening of the Sun
Hut Tanning Center, 1448 E.
Wooster St., and the Tanning
Center, 143 W Wooster St.
"Indoor tanning started in Arkansas, when a Westinghouse light
bulb used to treat acne and
psoriasis became the light source
for the first tanning booth," according to Judi Jenkins, co-owner of
the Sun Hut Tanning Center. " The
bulbs generate Vitamin D, and help
build resistance to the common
cold."
Getting an indoor tan is actually
safer than using more conventional
outdoor methods, according to
Jenkins, because indoor tanning
rays are safer to be exposed to than
the sun.
The sun's heat and harmful rays
are screened out in a tanning booth,
and the actual process is made
easier.
AN ADDITONAL hazard of suntanning is that tanners face the
threat of skin cancer if exposed to
too much sun. However, according
to the Sun Hut's Information
brochure, the special Westinghouse
bulbs are an effective safe-guard
against cancer.
Tanning centers are also safer
than home sunlamps, because
"sunlamps don't tan at alL.just
burn," she said.

According to Linda Fite, manager
of the Tanning Center, indoor tanning has become popular for many
reasons.
"Everybody likes to have a suntan, because it makes them feel
good.
"It's cheaper than going to
Florida, and plus, it's a good way to
get a tan when you have a lack of
time and money to do It any other
way," she said.
AS WARMER WEATHER approaches, Bowling Green's tanning
Centers are taking different attitudes towards the expected drop
in business.
"Business will drop when the
warm weather comes, but the people with booths in other towns say it
won't," Fite said.
Jenkins said she believes that
even though students will be gone
for the summer, business will not be
hurt.
"We have the business people
who still have to work inside all day,
and if anything, it'll bring more
business people to come and sign
up."
The only beauty aid recommended for tan maintenance by Jenkins
is moisturizer after every exposure.
"Wearing tanning lotion in the
booth really doesn't help the process as it's room temperature In the
booth.
INDOOR TANNING might be safer
this month, when the FDA's new
regulations for tanning booths will
be enforced. To conform, a booth
must have at least nine feet of floorspace, procectlve shields over the
bulbs, and hand-rails.

"I see eight or ten cases per week,
and most of them are people in their
forties or fifties who show the
cumulative effect of thirty or forty
years of being out in the sun every
summer," Handler said. "Skin cancer
is not something that you pick up in a
year or two."

-1

A TAN DOES not make the body any
healthier but can help the skin in certain ways, the doctors said.
Tanning can either help or hurt in
reducing acne, Handler said. "The sun
releases Vitamin D beneath the skin
which will improve its appearance to a
minor degree. The primary effect of the
sun on acne is to dry up pimples and
blend them in with the skin.
"A moderate or gradual tan Is good
for acne," he said, adding that in case
of a quick tan "cysts can form beneath
the pimples, and these will reappear 4
to 6 months later as tiny white spots
(whiteheads) on the skin."
THE DOCTORS said vanity Is the
reason why people desire a suntan.
Commenting on the recent appearance of tanning parlors, Hadley
said, "In every day and age there will
be someone to make money off vanity • "
When asked for reasons why they
sunbathe, students stressed that they
want to look good.
"I THINK EVERYONE looks nicer
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Ted Glannoulat, better known as the San Diego Chicken, Jump* lor Joy outside the San Diego Courthouie after a
Judge ruled that Glannoulai was not In contempt ot court lor wearing hie chicken costume In the San Diego area.
Glannoulat' former employer, KGB radio, had sought a contempt citation against the entertainer.(AP Photo)
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'Zaire Mark' mixes cultures, stresses ethnicity
by Paula Wlnalow
Ethnicity.
To some It's having pride In your
roots. To playwright John S. Scott, It's
the Ingredient that adds a special
flavor to his works.
"Ethnicity is real to me," said Scott,
playwright In residence at the University and director of the Third World
Theater. "It's what I am, what I Know,
what I am Into."
Scott's latest play, The Zaire Mark, Is
a screenplay adapted for the stage that
mixes both Afro-American and African
culture. The fictional play, which
revolves around the Muhammed AllGeorge Foreman heavyweight championship fight of 1974, tells how three
American pimps In Zaire are ruined
financially by several Africans. It will
be presented at 8 p.m. In the Main
Auditorium, University Hall, now
through Saturday.
ALTHOUGH The Zaire Mark is about
blacks and Africa, the audience need
not be black or African to appreciate
the play, Scott said.
"I use select issues and characters
that are both Important and representative of black people and white. I
assume that anybody else In the world
can find some meaning from those
issues," he said.
Scott, the author of 12 full-length
plays and several teleplays,
screenplays and short plays, rejects
the Idea that a play with nearly all
black players and a black theme Is only
for blacks.
" DOES THAT MEAN that what white
people write with white players lack
universality? It's a rldlclous distinction
as far as I'm concerned." he said.

"Some of the players are less
Some might say writing plays about
minorities Is no more than an attempt ethnically defined than others," he
to draw attention to their unique pro- notes. "When that occurs I know I have
blems. But Scott sees a more basic not written a very definitive character."
need for minority drama.
SCOTT'S THEORIES about minority
"I don't categorize plays about black
people as problems," the Toledo native drama are reflected In his views about
said. "They're simply other dimensions the need for the Third World Theater,
which he has headed for the last four
of reality, good and bad.
years. In June, he will step down from
"THERE'S JUST a great need to that post to devote more time to
reflect the lives of black people, as writing.
"Why do we need it (Third World
there is any other people," he said.
Although he bills his plays as having Theater)? Any university theater prouniversal appeal, Scott said most of gram ought to reflect a sampling of

THE FUTURE OF world drama at the
University Is up to the theater faculty,
he said.
"Hopefully, history won't repeat
itself," Scott added. But he added that
he doesn't expect his hope for more
minority drama to materialize.
"I don't see a trend for more. If
anything I see a trend for less," he
"There's just a great need to reflect the lives of said.
"Across the University there is a
black people."
retrenchment and a lot of program
changes that are going to diminish the
them require black actors and ac- world drama," he said. "The world is minority population here-changes of
tresses. But he does not see this as not just European-American. In fact, financial support that now is being
discrimination against non-blacks. To very little of the world la European- broadened to include more white
cast others besides blacks would American, statistically, geographically students and fewer blacks and minority groups here," he said.
dilute the effectiveness of the produc- and certainly culturally."
tion.
Although Third World Theater helps
CONSEQUENTLY, with fewer
"I think cultures are different," Scott color In the white spaces left by the
said. "I think it's a dissemination of University Theater, Scott said more minorities on campus, the demand for
minority drama will shrink, Scott
one's culture to try to Intersperse it minority works should be presented.
theorized.
with people that are not In that culture.
Although all do not agree with his
"IF WE'RE GOING to reflect propor"YOU WRITE A character as a black tionately the people of color, then philosophies on world drama, Scott
man-hls language, his style, his pro- there needs to be a review of the said the University has backed his efforts In that area.
blems, his Intellect-all that comes out amount of drama we do," he said.
"I am grateful for the support of the
of his experience and in casting you "Instead of 10 or 15 percent of our proneed to try to find that actor who can grams being directed to people of col- University," he said. "Even when I am
best understand and bring to life that or, there needs to be about 85 percent dissatisfied I am still appreciative."
"I am appreciative for the support of
of that and 10 to 15 percent Europeancharacter.
Scott, whose other works Include American. Then we would be doing a the student body when they come and
respond to my work, whether I get boos
the stage dramas, The Good Ship representation of world drama.
"In fact, we're doing very little world or calls of 'author, author.'
Credit and Karma's Kail and the
"They are both the same for me
screenplays Inside the Inner City and drama," he noted. "Almost no plays
Pieces ol Man, admits that sometimes reflect that tremendous continent of because I listen and don't listen to
characters he has Intended to be black Asia. There's a little bit of Afro- both. The bottom line Is I have to dance
with my own drummer."
American drama and that's It."
can be played by non-black players.
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Scott noted that the University
Theater was slow to recognize drama
reflecting other cultures. The University did not present a black play until 25
years after the theater was founded in
1939. It took the theater 40.years to produce a Latino play.
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Billboard's hottest
HOT SINGLES
1. "Call Me." Blondie, Chrysalis
2. "Ride Like The Wind," Christopher Cross,
Warner Bros.
3. "Another Brick In The Wall," Pink Floyd, Columbia
4. "With You I'm Born Again," Billy Preston &
Syreeta, Motown
5. "Special Lady," Ray, Goodman & Brown,
Polydor
6. "Lost In Love," Air Supply, Arista
7. "Fire Lake," Bob Seger, Capitol
8. "I Can't Tell You Why," Eagles, Asylum
9. "You May Be Right," Billy Joel, Columbia
10. "Sexy Eyes," Dr. Hook, Capitol
TOP LP'S
1. The Wall. Pink Floyd, Columbia
2. Against The Wind, Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet
Band, Capitol
3 Glass Houses, Billy Joel, Columbia
4. Mad Love, Linda Ronstadt, Aslyum
5. Oil The Wal, Michael Jackson, Epic
6. Light Up The Night, Brothers Johnson, A&M
7. American Qigolo, Soundtrack, Polydor
8. Departure, Journey, Columbia
9. The Whispers, The Whispers, Solar
10 Women And Children First, Van Halen, Warner
Bros.

No more '60s
George Clinton, leader of Parllament-Funkadellc,
says in an interview with High Times that the music
industry doesn't want to see a return to the '60s: the
rock 'n' roll superstars and rock 'n' roll funk stars. No
more Jlml Hendrlx. Beatles, Led Zeppelin. It's totally

against this now, that superstar mentality . . . they
want mechanical stars so they set you down or tell
you to quit." Clinton complains that even though his
band's single, "Knee Deep" sold a million copies, it
got "no crossover or exposure" on non-soul radio
stations. But the continual suppression of major
superstars is "not gonna happen with the funk," Clln,on warns

1. The Americans, by John Jakes. (Jove, 2.95) Kent
family chronicles, Vol. VIII: fiction.
2. The Matarese Circle, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam,
$3.50.) American-Soviet spy thriller: fiction.
3. The Stand, by Stephen King. (NAUSignet, $2.95.)
Widespread disease followed by unknown terror: fiction.
4 The Complete Scarsdale Medical Diet, by Dr. Herman Tarnower & Samm S.Baker. (Bantam, $2.75.)
5. The Third World War: August 1985, by Gen. Sir
John Hackett and other NATO officers. (Berkley,
$2.95.) An account of the global war to come: fiction.
6. How to Prosper During the Coming Bad Years, by
Howard J. Ruff. (Warner, $2.75.) Investment techniques.
7. Hants Yo, by Ruth Beebe Hill. (Warner, $3.50.)
Teton Sioux Indian life before the whiteman.
8. SS-GB, by Len Deighton. (Ballantine, $2.75.) Nazis
occupy England during World War II: fiction.
9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags
to riches In the fashion world: fiction.
10. The Stories of John Cheever, by John Cheever.
(Ballantine, $3.50.) Short stories about life In New
York: fiction.

*WOW*
I THOUGHT IT
WAS HARD TO
ROLLER SKATE?!
I NEVER KNEW IT COULD
BE SO MUCH FUN!
NEW SHIPMENT OF BIKES
SALES & SERVICE

Compiled by The Chronicle ol Higher Education
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Only $30 for 20 Visits
New Roller Skates Now Available For Rental
$1 per hour/2 hour minimum

> A

t The Sun Hut Tenning Center
*
*
4
J

*

1448 E. Wooster St.
(Across From Campus/
Behind Finders Records)
354-1022 or 352-8018

*
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HUTCH m&
Saddle Shop
10US. Main St., B.G.

—

Cinema h

An an exhibit by Walter Bur

WANT A TAN?

SHOPS, INC
Call Dorothy at 352-9157

m~ ST«!l/M

The 21st annual Miss BGSU
scholarship pageant will be
held at a p.m. Friday In the
Grand Ballroom. University
Union. Tickets are 11.50 with
10. and S3 for others, and can
be purchased at the door.
The deadline to sign up for
this weekend's hang gliding
workshop is 4:30 Friday. Cost is
$25 Signup Is In the UAO of
fice. third floor. University
Union.
UAO is also sponsoring a
parachuting trip this weekend,
and the signup deadline is 5
p.m. Friday. Cost is 140 for
training and first jump, and
So 50 for transportation.

UAO
Is
presenting
"Blow Up" at • p.m. Thursday
in 210 Math/Science Bldg. Admission Is free with and ID.
UAO Midnight movie thriller
"The Brood" will be shown
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
in 210 Math/Science. Admis
si on is SI with university ID.
Stadium Cinemas i and II Is
showing "Chapter Two," and
"Die Laughing," this Thursday
night. Price is $1 for Thursday
college ID night. Friday and
Saturday "Where the Buffalo
Roam," and "Little Darlings"
will be shown Film times can
be obtained by calling 352 0265.
Southwyck 6 Cinemas in
Toledo Is presenting "10",
"Lady and the Tramp,"
"Every Which Way But
Loose," "Hearse," "Love at
First Bite," "The Last Married
Couple," "Serial," and "Going
In Style," this weekend. Ticket
prices and more information
can be obtained by calling
865-7161

^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

B.G. Beverage Drive-Thru
Corner of S. College & Napolean

.ay.

- High Times N.w5ll..h

Campus bestsellers

CRUISE ON DOWN
TO THE N
S>3^ PLACE
IN TOWN!

Mr. Bill

The Clovaland OrchMtra will
perform at • p.m. Saturday and
2 p.m. Sunday In Kobacktr Hall
of the Musical Am Cantor.
Tlckots may bo purchased
Thursday and Friday from
12 » l 30 and 4:30-6:30 In ma
Musical Arts Confer box office.
Admission Is U for students
and 810 tor non-students.
The Concert Band will per
form at 3 p.m. Friday In
Kobacker Hall. The concert Is
free and open to all.

row will be on display In the
Grand Ballroom from 9 p.m. to
? a.m. on Saturday. Tickets are
SI in advance, and SI SO at the
door.
A fire and glass works
display will be exhibited from
7 S p.m. Saturday and Sunday
in the gallery of McFall Center
The display is tree and open to
all.

^
352-8459

*Frye Boots -$15°° off!

STARTS FRIDAY!!!

EVENING SHOWINGS AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.
SATURDAY SHOWING AT 2:00-7:30 AND 9:30
SUNDAY SHOWING AT 2:00-4:00-7:30 AND 9:30

BILL MURRAY ■ PETER BOYLE

1*

i

Off the purchase of any FRYE Boots in stock.
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FRYE
Mens or Womens
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*Levi's Jeans
-$12199

